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Pref ace

'Ihe subject of this paper is the Gawain poet and his
monumental poem Sir Gawain and the Green Knight.

'The concern

will not be with the poet's identity or social rank, but will
instead be with his motives.

In some places this paper will

appear to work backwards, assuming that since a certain effect
was achieved, it must have been intended, but that is not an
uncommon assumption in literary criticism.
Entertainment value will be stressed not because Sir
Ga~ain

is exclusively entertainment, but because the primary

purpose of the author was to entertain, as a sermon may be
entertaining but is, nonetheless, primarily homiletic.
Byway of clarification, the primary text referred to in
this paper will be Sir Gawain and the Green Knight edited by
J.R.R. 'Iblkien and E.V. Gordon, second edition revised by
tbrman Davis

(1967).

'Ille divisions referred to in the paper,

however, will be the nine original manuscript divisions, signified by large capital letters (see appendix), not the four
usually accepted, arbitrary divisions of Sir

iii

~rederic

Madden.

.
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Chapter I
Entertainment:

'Ihe Author's Intention

In the years since Sir .Gawain and the .Green Knight
first surfaced, many different literary critics have put
forth various interpretations of the poem, very seldom finding points in common and often spending too little of their
time with the poem itself.

George Lyman Kittredge

(1916) and

others after him have focused on finding the possible sources
of the poem, and insofar as they have succeeded have benefited
us all.

But having found the sources that could have been

employed by the Gawain poet, they have gone on to postulate
other, lost sources, and in so doing have passed judgment on
the author, saying that there must be other sources, because
he could not have done certain specified things by himself.
In turning from the author, they have also turned from the
poem, and instead of analysing the poem, have diagrammed
sources.

11

lost

rrhese source scholars have not concerned themselves

with what the poem is as much as with its elements of composition, and when the poet is thus seen more as a compiler than
as a creator, there is little concern for his motives.
Another branch of literary criticism, in some respects
not unlike the source critics, has been concerned with finding
all of the anthropological roots of the poem.

1

John

11

2

Speirs first introduced this interpretation of the poem in
an article in Scrutiny (1949) and has since received a
following.

2

Speirs and others in his camp claim to see

within the poem shades of pre-Christian nature ritual.

3

'Ihese critics, too, have contributed to a possible deepening awareness of the backgrounds of many of Britain's
poems and poets, and it can be said for John Speirs that
he concerns himself with what the poem is.

Speirs, however,

assumes too much by insisting that the poet purposely interwove the elements of ritual into the story.

4

But even if

that should be true, the question of motive remains.

Why

would a Christian poet have chosen a pagan myth as a framework for a poem?
value as myth"
make the poem?

5

Speirs suggests "the poet's belief in its
as possible motive, but what then does that
A

sermon?

And what kind of · sermon?

Pagan

or Christian?
'Ihe literary critics who see the poem, and indeed all
Middle English poems, as allegory are perhaps the most guilty
of ignoring the poem for what it is.

6

Since the poem is an

allegory, they reason, what the poem is must be subordinated
to what the poem points to or means.

Hence, the beautiful

descriptive passages are not examples of conscious art but
are instead symbols of something lying deeper.

'Ihus, by

3

looking too long through the surface to postulated correspondences beyond the realm of the strictly visible, they have
blinded themselves to the surface and can no longer see it.
But these critics do show an interest in the poet's intentions.
They very seldom agree on what the poem means or what the
characters in the poem represent, but they agree that a
deeper meaning underlies the poem.

Since they do not all

agree on the poem's meaning, they cannot agree on the intention of the author.

Most, however,

see a sermon beneath the

surface, and thus see the author as a moralizer or preacher.
His motive in writing the poem would thus be the same as the
cleric's motive in delivering a sermon.
Other critics have emphasized the religious aspects of
the poem, claiming that it is outrightly a sermon and does
not need to be allegorized to make it o~e.

7

These, by limit-

ing their perspective, have seen religion to the exclusion of
all else and have ignored evidences in the poem of its secular
nature.
Both the allegorizers and the religionists tend to interpret Sir Gawain and the Green Knight within the context of the
entire Cotton Nero manuscript, and so proceed on an unproven
.

assump t ion.

8

Within the context of the other, overtly re-

ligious, pieces in the manuscript, it is easy to see how one

4

could assume hidden spiritual lessons beneath the surface or
try to see what spiritual lessons might be on the surface,
but even assuming that one man wrote all four poems in the
manuscript, it is also easy to find examples of authors who
have written both secular and religious works.

Indeed, the

other poems in the manuscript are not so simple in purpose or
design, or so limited in scope, to warrant a restricted view
of the author or his abilities.

If the author of Pearl was

also the author of Sir Gawain, why should we expect his purpose to be any more constant than his subject matter?

A poet

capable of writing on a Romance topic and also composing religious poetry should be capable of writing for different
reasons.

But how does one determine the purpose of an author?

It is hardly possible to state with certainty what motivated
an author whom we know only from clues left in his work.

It

is possible, however, by examining these clues to arrive at
a real understanding of his probable motives.

We cannot ask

the author of a fourteenth-century poem what his motives were,
so we must rely on any evidence we can find within both the
poem and its context.

Strictly speaking, a certain narrow-

ness of perspective must prevail as we examine the evidence.
A logical course is to determine from an examination of
the context of the poem a possible purpose of the author,

5

then, by studying the poem itself, to determine whether the
evidence of the poem bears out this interpretation.
Upon examination of the context of the poem we see that
Sir Gawain and the Green Knight is in all probability a poem
written to entertain an audience in a fourteenth-century English baronial hall.

Whatever its sources may have been, it

is not simply a clever rearrangement of the plot lines of
other stories.

Whatever instructive value it may have, it is

not a sermon; so the entertainment value must come first.
Whatever its relation to nature ritual, the author was not
attempting to report on the survival of a pre-Christian nature
cult in England, or to preserve an ancient myth.

Although

the poem is much concerned with manners, this is not a
book on courtly manners.

If we look at the poem itself, we

see, primarily, entertainment.

The Gawain poet was an ac-

complished storyteller who knew how to entertain and, in
fact, strove to entertain his audience.

In order to ac-

complish this he used certain techniques aimed at evoking
the greatest possible audience response.

Many of these

techniques have been noted by past scholars of the poem;
indeed, readers of the poem still feel the hand of the poet
upon them, seeking to entertain them--for we, too, have become part of the poet's audience.

6

'Ihe techniques which will be used as criteria in an examination of the text of Sir Gawain are commonly used by
modern storytellers--oral entertainers.

'Ihese techniques are

not exclusively oral in character, nor are they limited to
storytellers, but since storytellers forthrightly admit
their relation to entertainment, an examination of their
techniques should shed some light on this study.

The tech-

niques may be, for the most part, unconscious, but conscious
or not, certain techniques seem to be used by most entertaining storytellers.
commonly utilized.

Six of these techniques appear to be most
9

'Ihe first of these, the establishment of apperceptive
appeal, is used as a means of establishing credibility with
the audience through the introduction of familiar elements.
Even a story of "pure" fantasy must have some touchstones with
life as we know it if it is to entertain us.
The second technique, selection of details, deals with
the decisions the author must make in his choice of descriptive and plot details.

Not all details are entertaining, and

even a good telling of a bad story is probably not worth hearing.
The ordering of those details is a separate, but related,
technique.

As 'Ihe Grene Knight demonstrates, the order in

which the details are presented does make a difference.

The

7

disclosure of the history of the green knight even befor e
his appearance destroys much of the effectiveness of the
dramatic entrance that we see in Sir Gawain and the Green
Knight.

An entertaining storyteller knows what details

to include as well as when to introduce those details.
The fourth technique, appeal to the senses, and the
fifth, establishing mood, are means of involving the audience
through their emotions.

These make the audience feel that

the action in the story is, or could be, real,

and that

it is worth some emotional investment on their part.
Suspense, the sixth technique, has the greatest effect
on the interest of the audience.

The single factor of

suspense will maintain the interest of the audience, but
suspense cannot be used alone and functions best as a framework undergirding the entire work.
The Gawain poet is an expert storyteller, and as such,
an entertainer who uses these six techniques of entertainment
in his story.
Could an author use all of these techniques
accidentally?

Decidedly not, but not everything in a text

is a result of technique, and the existence of elements in
a text generally reflects a choice made by the author.
The concern of this paper is thus with the many decisions
made by the author that have come down to us as the poem

8

Sir Gawain and the Green Knight.
'Ihe subject of this paper is entertainment:

not enter-

tainment rather than art, but the art of entertainment.

In

our time, corrunerce and expediency have so darkened the image
of the very word "entertainment" that many among us reserve
its use for amusements that appeal only to the baser instincts
and dare not suggest that the primary purpose of some of the
greater works of literature has also been entertainment.
'!he term "entertainment" as it will be used in this
paper is the art of grasping someone's attention and then
keeping it.

A statement, then, of the entertainment value of

a work of literature is a statement of the author's relation
to his audience.

An author who is either unwilling or unable

to interest his audience could not be said to entertain them;
an author who aims to maintain the interest of the audience
no matter what is an entertainer, albeit an amoral one.

Some-

where between these two extremes lies the literary entertainer,
bound by traditions, conventions, and the expectations of his
audience, but free to create and to earn the approbation of
that audience.
'lbe expression "merely entertainment," arrogantly used by
literary critics to imply that a given work has very little
value, has no real meaning; for to entertain for some base
purpose is subversion and to entertain for some noble purpose

9

is education.

We underrate the human capacity to learn

when we say that stand-up comics do not teach, but "merely
entertain" us.
ing."

"Merely entertaining" is like "merely teach-

A subject matter is always involved, and no content

lacks meaning.

But whereas a subject can be presented yet

not entertain, an entertainment with no subject matter cannot be presented.

Since few critics see entertainment value

as significant enough to warrant study, they have addressed
themselves directly to the matter of entertainment.

The

language they use when speaking of it indicates the value
they place on it.

Jeff Opland, in seeking to distinguish

the Yugoslavian guslar from the irnbongi states:

"The func-

tion of the texts Parry and Lord collected was primarily
.
11
entertainment"
and "the purpose is never entertainment,
however much the audience might enjoy seeing and hearing
the imbongi perform: the poet is a political cartoonist
rather than a stand-up comic." 12
Saxon scop, Opland notes:

In writing of the Anglo-

"The scop was a seriously respect-

ed member of the community whose role was more significant
.
"13
t h an th at o f entertainment.

In contrast, the Anglo-Saxon

.
" one wh o crea t es JOY
.
.
h , an entertainer.
.
'
1114
g 1 eoman is
or mirt

Later critics connect this gleoman with frivolous entertainment and consider him one of the type of entertainers who
gave entertainment the reputation it holds even today. 15

But

10

entertainment is not always funny; sometimes it is frightening, sometimes mildly amusing, but it always succeeds at
maintaining the interest of the audience.

'lhus, the enter-

tainrnent value of a work depends on the relationship between
the author and his audience.

'lhe competent entertainer will

always keep his audience in mind and seek to elicit a response from them, whether perceivable or not.
Few literary critics have given thought to the positive
aspects of entertainment.

hlbert lord noted in his studies

of Yugoslavian guslari that some singers were qualitatively
better than others.

Some had better voices; some were more

at home in the tradition so could compose more freely and
.
16
ornament more elaborately.
'lhese are aspects of entertainment, and it should be noted that the guslari are entertainers, paid for entertaining audiences.

Lord notes that

the length of the song depends on the audience as well as on
the singer.

A singer who is able to grasp and to maintain

audience attention is a better singer than the one who cannot.

17

After all,

if the audience is not listening, it matters

little what the performer does.

A poet, oral or literate,

who can maintain the interest of his audience at a high level,
keeping the relationship between himself and his audience
constantly before him, can then preach or seduce--he has his

11

audience.

TI'le poet who ignores his audience is singing

or writing to himself; it matters little what he says.
The entertainment value of a work need not be seen as
secondary or merely a regrettably necessary means to a more
noble end; it is fundamental and basic--the cake under the
icing.

A poem without an audience has no more place than a

layer of icing without a cake.
Not all poets are fully aware of their audience, but
many are at least partially successful as entertainers.

A

truly good story, even if told to oneself, will have an audience.

Some poets, corresponding in many ways to the "better"

guslari, are fully conscious of their audience and use many
techniques to entertain that audience.
one such better poet.

The Gawain poet is

Many have noted the entertaining aspect

of Chaucer, especially his humor.

'Ihe Gawain poet is also an

entertainer--an intentional entertainer--as will be demonstrated.

Chapter II
'Ihe Poet as Entertainer

'Ille author of Sir Gawain and the Green Knight was a conscious artist seeking to entertain his audience, and with
this purpose in mind, he did not simply follow in any one
tradition but used the forms of various traditions to better
entertain his audience.

He was also well aware of the sen-

sibilities of his audience and used this knowledge to direct
him in his choice of materials as well as in his manner of
telling.

He can thus be seen as an eclectic.

He was a Chris-

tian, but Sir Gawain is laced with pagan myth and ritual.

He

wrote in alliterative verse, but the story is more filled with
love talking and festivals than with bad weather and wars.
1here are elements of allegory in the tale, but it is no
simple allegory.

In many ways it seems romantic, but the poet

certainly lacked the sympathy for courtly love of the other
authors of romances.

Abundant evidence exists that the poet

used both French and Irish materials, and from the evidence
of the language maybe even Old Norse had a contributor.

18

I·.11

of these elements were brought together by the mind of the
poet into a first-rate piece of entertainment.
'IHE SOURCES
'lhe Gawain poet, genius though he was, did not conceive
of the plot elements that make up Sir Gawain.

As will be

demonstrated in later chapters, he could actually entertain

12

13

his audience better by using materials that were familiar
'Ille condition . in which he found the materials he

to them.

worked from, however, has been a subject of some debate.
'The critic who has done more for the source study of
Sir Gawain and the Green Knight than any other is George
Lyman Kittredge.

His work, first published in 1916, remains

the standard of source criticism for our poem. 19

He oos-

tulated a lost French romance that he believed must have been
the immediate source for Sir Gawain and the Green Knight. 20
While it is true that nearly all of the features of the
poem are found in other sources, there is no reason to
believe that these features were combined into a coherent
plot prior to the work of the Gawain poet.

We know little

about the man, but many have maligned him by writing lists
of things he could not have done.

Kittredge says that he

could not have combined the temptation theme with the beheading theme.
states:

11

21

Elizabeth Brewer, reacting to this view,

rrhe theory that the -Gawain poet could not have had

the genius to combine for himself the beheading-game with the
theme of temptation, and that he must have used a now-lost
French romance which made the connection for him, no longer
seems very convincing.

There seems no reason whatever, when

we recognize the genius of the Gawain poet, to deny this
aspect of his achievement when there is absolutely no evidence

14

to the contrary."

22

Brian Stone notes that since no French original exists,
"The theory concerning it is a slight to the poet.

11

He adds

that "No. grafting on of elements is apparent, for the attitude
of the guiding mind remains constant."

He goes on to mention

the decidedly un-French moral tone and the Norse-like sense of
nature, and concludes,

"We must surely admit that the poet was

capable of conceiving the whole work.

The grand design, no

less than the beauty of the parts, proclaims the author a poet
.

o f genius."

23

We are sometimes cautious in our defense of the Gawain
poet's genius because of the condition of the manuscript itself.
We would question more quickly the postulated manuscripts of
Kittredge and come out more strongly in favor of our author if
more than one manuscript of Sir Gawain existed.

Since Sir

Gawain was nearly lost, couldn't a French romance have been
lost?

Not necessarily.

Our author, however brilliant, was

writing in a Northwestern dialect that was not destined to
become the standard English that would be used by the majority
of the speakers of the English language.

The language, coupled

with the style, so far removed the poem from the mainstream of
European literature that even Chaucer's audience would have been
at pains to understand it.

en

the other hand, a French romance, written in a living,

15

spoken language, would have had a much harder time just dropping
'
out of circulation.without
any extant copies or references to

it.

With the plot elements combined as they are, it is a good

story.

And if that good story had existed prior to Sir Gawain

and the Green Knight, a French version of the tale would be
expected.

Many inferior plots have survived.

Given all of this,

we shouldn't expect any significant borrowings from lost sources.
In order to examine a poet's art in entertaining his audience, the materials at his disposal and his treatment of those
materials must first be established.

Unless this can be done,

there can be no examination of the genius of the author, and we
shall be as reluctant as source scholars to examine art when
praise must be ambiguously bestowed.
lish that Sir Gawain is entertaining.

It is not enough to estabIt must be established

that its author meant to entertain his audience, so until some
good evidence is presented to the contrary, we will assume that
the art found in Sir Gawain which cannot be attributed to extant
sources is the

wor~

of its author.

ANTHROPOLOGICAL APPROACH
Many of the elements of the poem that contribute to its
entertainment value involve pre-Christian vegetation myth.
Many of the details from the accompanying ritual have dramatic
characteristics, and where the rituals survived, they could
have served as entertainments in their own right.

Jessie Weston

16

and E. K. Chambers describe midwinter festivals which contain
dramatic features John Speirs
as well as in pagan ritual.

·
f es t iva
'
1 poem. 24
mi·awinter

beli~ves

are found in Sir Gctwain

Speirs thus sees Sir Gawain as a
'Ihe poet may have seen in this

pagan ritual a large body of entertaining details--the Green
Han (the dying and resurrected god) not the least of these.
John Speirs introduced the possibility some years ago that
.
.
.
.
.
.
pre- Ch ristian
vegetation
myt h is
centra 1 to Sir
Gawain.

25

s peirs
.

states that although the poem is, on the surface, a Christian
poem,

"It is Christian rather as some of the medieval Christmas

carols are Christian, as Christmas itself is Christian; Christian in harmony with pre-Christian nature belief and ritual, a
Christian reinterpretation of these. 1126
many respects.
New

Speirs may be right in

'Ihe poem is almost certainly a Christmas and

Year festival poem, and many of the details included in

such a festival poem naturally have a relation to the festival
and to the pre-Christian relics of its observance.

Just as a

modern Christmas tale may very well include the Christmas tree,
yule log, holly wreath, mistletoe, and other vestiges of preChristian ritual, so also Sir Gawain and the Green Knight
contains many such relics, but not by such a grand design as
John Speirs suggests.

'lhese things are fitting to the poem and

do provide a unity and a framework for the poem, but the
point must be made that they were already functioning as parts

17

of the midwinter festival and were already connected in the
'!he poet did not need to construct

minds of the audience.

this elaborate structure.

'!he basic theme was current and may

very well have served as a framework for many oral poems that
we shall never have record of, as well as for written poems
that have been lost.

We tentatively analyse written literature

for oral patterns, but in the long

run, we must admit that all

of the truly oral poems have been lost, and we are left with
recurrent themes and formulas that survived long enough to make
their way into writing.

'Ibis theme of the dying and resur-

rected god thus had an influence in the poem.

'!he poet would

not have had to understand even half of such a system to use it
effectively.

'lhe necessary elements of the story would have

been evident to him, as the individual elements of a theme are
interrelated in the minds of Yugoslavian singers~
'!his is the way that Homer also composed, according to
Parry and Iord.

27

Speirs suggest that the Gawain poet may bear

the same relation to his subject as Homer does to his.

28

Even

though the Gawain poet was not an oral poet, he seems to have
shared the feeling for organic unity with Homer and with the
Yugoslavian guslari.
'The anthropological approach can certainly be justified,
but if we are studying the art of our author, we must ask
whether this myth and ritual discussed by Speirs was understood

18

in the fourteenth century, and whether our author could have
intentionally included elements from nature rituals expecting
his audience to understand them.

Morton Bloomfield states

that if they look at the poem considering the author's intentions, "the proponents of mythical approach find very little in
the poem itself to support their hypotheses. 1129

He goes on to

say that although pagan rituals were alive in the fourteenth
century, as they still are, the participants probably didn't
recognize the significance of them. 30

So seen from this per-

spective, we would do best to say along with

c.s.

Lewis that

there is dubious value in the type of criticism "which always
takes us away from the actual poem and the individual poet to
seek the sources of their power in something earlier and less
known. 1131
The individual poet in this case included these elements of
ri tua.l in order to better entertain his audience.

If, indeed,

these elements of ritual were still alive in the fourteenth
century, the poet's audience would have been used to seeing
them in entertainments, often in dramatic contexts.

And if, as

Bloomfield notes, the participants didn't recognize their significance, all involved must have seen them as entertainment.
We should rather expect, then, that an author seeking to entertain his audience would introduce elements that had already
proved their worth as entertaining materials.

19

'IHE ALLITERATIVE TRADITION
'Ibe Gawain poet has been long recognized as a member, perhaps the foremost member, of what has been called the alliterative revival in fourteenth-century England.

It is called a

revival because of the absence of texts between the Conquest
and the fourteenth century, but many have pointed to how unlike
a revival it seems to have been.

Ronald Waldron notes,

It seems beyond doubt that there was some sort of continuity in the use of alliterative meter between the eleventh
and the fourteenth century, although there are virtually
no written records.
The most convincing evidence of this
is that the meter developed in just the direction and to
just the extent that one would have expected if it had been
in use all the time.
There is no sign in the later poetry
of a deliberate attempt to revive an obsolete poetic form,
or, indeed, of any knowledge of Old English poetic conventions beyond what could be explained by an unbroken tradition of alliterative verse from the Anglo-Saxon period.32
Waldron tries to establish whether Middle English alliterative poems "are entirely literary or whether there lies behind
them a tradition--that is to say, a special Middle English
.
f ora 1 composi' t 'ion _
tra d 1. tion--o
. 1133

He concludes that "the

alliterative style as it is found in the later Middle Ages,'' is
"still essentially an oral style.

11

34

Waldron comes to this

conclusion as a result of applying Lord's theories directly to
the alliterative poetry of the fourteenth century, as his mentor
Francis P. Magoun, Jr. had applied them to Anglo-Saxon poetry. 35
As Finnegan, Opland, and others have demonstrated, however, the
Yugoslavian oral tradition is not to be equated directly with

20

a Germanic oral tradition, 36 and Waldron goes one step farther
in assuming oral poetry in England as late as the fourteenth
century.

Waldron still assumes the necessity of rapid oral

composition as the primary reason for the existence of formulas
in the poetry at this late date: "For an oral-formulaic tradition would quickly fall into disuse, we might suppose, once its
purpose of making oral composition possible had been lost. 1137
But the evidences of oral-formulaic technique in Middle English
alliterative poetry cannot be denied.
John Speirs, in speaking of the composition of Sir Gawain
notes that it is apparent that the poet "has worked in a tradition that has been, at least until not long before his time,
of the oral kind in which inherited material was shaped and
reshaped for successive recitals. 1138

This seems to accord with

one of Lord's more recent statements:
The fact of the matter is that the oral traditional style
is easy to imitate by those who have heard much of it, or,
to put it another way, a person who has been brought up in
an area, or lived long in one, in which he has listened to
the singing and found an interest in it, can write verse
using the general style and some of the f orrnulas of the
tradition. After all, the style was devised for rapid composition.
If one wishes to compose rapidly in writing and
comes from or has had much contact with an oral traditional
poetry, one not only can write in formulas or something very
like them, but normally does so.
The style is natural to
him. When the ideas are traditional the formulas may be
those of the oral traditional poj~ry. When the ideas are
not traditional, they will not.
'Illis viewpoint may be helpful in developing a model for the

21

composition of Sir Gawain.

Sir Gawain was not an oral poem,

but its author must have been influenced by an oral tradition which had continued throughout the Middle English per- ·
iod.

R. M. Wilson sees this continuation of a tradition as

possibility.

He states that the small number of pre-Conquest

alliterative poems probably indicates that:
Such poetry practically ceased to be written down after
the Conquest .... alliterative poetry must have continued
to -be composed.
This is evident from the sporadic appearance of alliterative verse throughout the Middle English period and its eventual culmination in the alliterative revival.
It was a type of poetry which depended for its existence on a continuous tradition.
Once
that tradition was broken, it could never have been revived, so that the alliterative revival alone is evidence for a continuous, if restricted, use.40
But why would oral poetry continue after the increase of
literacy in England?

Waldron notes that in the Middle Ages:

writing was almost exclusively in the hands of the
church, and that the church, in general, disapproved
of secular poetry.
It is therefore natural to assume
that romance, for instance, flourished for the most
part as oral poetry, and only incidentally found
its way into writing.41
It would seem even more natural for the tales containing
pre-Christian elements to thrive orally in spite of the
disapproval of the church.

The church could have seen

those tales containing elements of myth as anti-Christian
and made special efforts to keep them out of writing.
Alliterative poetry could thus have continued orally, and
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been almost exclusively restricted to this use.

The Old En-

glish literary tradition was primarily oral, and the alliterative poets of the fourteenth century linked themselves to
that tradition.

The author of Sir Gawain and the Green Knight

claimed not to have read his source but to have heard it.
I schal telle hit as-tit, as I in toun herde,
with tonge,
As hit is stad and stoken
In stori stif and strange,
With lel letteres loken,
In londe so hatz ben longe. (31-36)

'Ihus our author tells us his intention.

He proposes to tell

us a story about King Arthur's court that he has heard elsewhere.
He will tell it in alliterative verse, but other than possibly
the matter 6f style, he claims no originality for himself.
In the Middle Ages, originality of subject matter was not
seen as a virtue among poets, and the Gawain poet went along
with his contemporaries in claiming to have gotten his story
from somewhere other than his own imagination.

Lord sees this

as an oral attitude and sees literary poets as having a concept
of a fixed text which exists as a standard.

Perhaps this oral

attitude persisted for a time, or perhaps the poet is here
using a formulaic expression expected in poetry derived from an
oral tradition.

'Ihe Gawain poet claims absolutely no original-

ity for his plot, and we know that most of his plot, at least,
was borrowed--but probably borrowed piecemeal rather than as a
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completed work in another language or another style.

'Ihe real

art, then, was in the manner of telling--the one thing the poet
could be proud of and claim for his own--hence, the truly great
poets were great storytellers1 whether oral or literary.

'Ihey

learned which incidents to include to achieve the maximum
audience response, as well as how to order those details; they
learned how to create verisimilitude by the use of description;
they learned how to build and heighten suspense and how to control the emotions of the audience.
Because of the immediacy of the audience in all oral presentation, entertainment should play a greater role in literature
more closely related to oral tradition than in literature farther removed from an oral tradition.

It would be only logical

for some of the techniques of oral poetry found effective in
entertaining audiences to have become part of the tradition and
eventually to have found their way into written literature
derived from that oral tradition.
'Ihe oral tradition referred to here is the tradition of
entertainment described by Cpland, who notes that the position
of tribal poet occupied by the Anglo-Saxon scop,

(not an enter-

tainer as the gleoman and harper were) did not thrive in the
period following the Conversion.
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Opland further states that

''if practicing scops still survived in Anglo-Saxon courts in
1066, it is unlikely that they would continue to practice their
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craft after the Conquest." 43 'Ihus, the oral tradition after
the Conquest would have been limited to those who were professional entertainers, itinerant or appointed.
'Ihe Gawain poet was not an oral poet, but as a part of
the English alliterative tradition, which was derived from
an oral tradition resting heavily on entertainment, he used
the positive element of entertainment, borrowed from that
tradition.
ALLEGORICAL INFLUENCES

rrhe allegorical school of criticism has used the possibility of an allegorical interpretation of Sir Gawain as a
justification for ignoring what surface beauty can be found
in the poem.

It will be seen that the poet's use of levels

of meaning would not, by any means, deny the entertainment
value of the work or his ability to entertain.
rrhe allegorical sJhool does have a legitimate basis
from which they assume perhaps too much.

Bernard F. Huppe'

and D. W. Robertson, Jr., consider that the medieval poet's
function was "to express in terms of the figurative and the
fabled the doctrinal truth which the homilist and the confessor presented directly.

1144

It is easy to see that the

author of Sir Gawain had a highly developed sense of morality
and that he would not be averse to giving a sermon, but is
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he attempting to give a sermon, or is he concerned primarily
with entertaining?

Hugh of St. Victor, as quoted by Huppe 1

and Robertson, says that "Fiction (fabula) is a form of
discourse, which, under guise of invention, illustrates or
proves an idea; and as its superficial aspect is removed, the
meaning of the author is clear. 1145

Boccaccio says that those

who deny that poets intend a hidden meaning in their poetry
are fools.
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The point that Huppe 1 and Robertson are making

is that since medieval poetry is, by and large, allegorical,
it is useless to even talk of the chaff when the poet himself
was using the external features of the story simply as a
vehicle to convey the spiritual lesson, or the fruit, to the
reader.
Since many medieval poems are obviously allegorical,
this position has received much support.

The question we

must ask, however, is "how many medieval poems are allegorical?"
And if only some of them are, then which ones?
~hat

Is it possible

life itself can be viewed allegorically and that writers

seeking to show us life the way it is can do such a good job
that critics hundreds of years later can draw lessons from
their tales that were integrally related to the story but
were included in the story not for their instructive value
but for their entertainment value or for some other reason?
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Hans Schnyder, in Sir Gawain and the Green Knight: An
Essay in Interpretation, attempts to prove that the poem is,
in fact,

allegorica1.
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But many readers have interpreted

Sir Gawain on the basis of what is immediately and obviously
apparent.

If Schnyder were accurate in assuming an allegorical

basis for the poem, we should lose much by limiting ourselves
to what lies below the surface.

It is true that we may only

be losing the chaff, but in this poem, at least, we would
be losing much.

Obviously, a study like Schnyder's aimed at

discounting the surface beauty of the poem in favor of some
deeper spiritual beauty will not do justice to the passages
of beauty that we find in Sir Gawain and the Green Knight.
All surface features are dissected and passed off as representations almost mercilessly.

Denton Fox goes into some

of the difficulties of applying the allegorical method to the
poem concluding that

11

it seems important to take the poem as

far as possible at its face value. 1148

'!he major problem he

sees in viewing the poem as allegory is the assigning of
qualities to the characters.

Many of the characters play

many different, in fact sometimes opposite, roles, and to
choose among them would have been difficult even for the
.
1 s. 49
me d ieva

We have only brushed the surf ace of the controversy over
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whether Sir Gawain should be read as an allegory, but maybe
we would be judicious to stop and ask, at this point, what
difference it really makes.

First of all, there is a

very great difference between saying that the poem should
be read as an allegory and saying that the author intended
it to be read as an allegory.

Even if we assume that our

author's intention was allegorical and instructional, must
we discount the entertainment value of the work?

I think not.

If anything, levels of meaning enhance the audience interest
of a work. and certainly the lesson will not be conveyed
without a very attractive and entertaining surface, that
carries the audience along, moving them from point to point
and not letting their interest lag for a moment.
CHRISTIAN INFLUENCES :

Sufficient evidence exists in the poem to conclude
that the author was strongly influenced by Christian tradition.
Gawain prays to Christ and to Mary, he goes to mass, and he
even has a picture of Mary painted on the inside of his shield.
The lesson Gawain learns is in itself a sermon and does not
have to be allegorized to make it one.

The poet certainly

leans towards Christian values and away from the chivalric
values found in the romances of the period, as he allows
Gawain to resist the charms of the lady.

Many studies
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have emphasized the Christian nature of the poem, and just
as many have discussed the deep sense of ethical values to be
found in the poem, 50 but, as Bloomfield states so well,

"this

religious and ethical dimension, as well as the mythic dimension, still seems to me to leave unanswered the question of
the poet's primary intention.••
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We may find a sermon in

Sir Gawain and the Green Knight, as we often do in life, but
did the Gawain poet intend to write a sermon?

I am inclined

to agree with Bowers that the poem is, after all, predominately
secular. 52

Sir Gawain goes to mass, but so does Morgan le

Fay, who is not at all Christian.

Much of the Christianity

in Sir Gawain seems to be a form.

But the Christian sen-

sibilities of the author tell us more about him.
'lliis attitude towards courtly love is unusual in romance,
and the alliterative tradition leaned away from the subject
of sex altogether.

'llie way the author handles the love

scenes, especially, shows him to be an eclectic, seeking to
entertain his audience with the language and general form
with which they are familiar, but still staying within the
alliterative tradition, choosing subject matter and details
that appeal to their sensibilities, very different, of course,
from those of Beowulf's original audience or of a non-Christian audience.

'llie poem may be romantic and chivalric, in

many respects, but it has been Christianized by a poet not
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willing to entertain at the expense of his Christian beliefs,
or to risk offending his audience.
THE TRADITION OF ENTERTAINMENT
Alongside the literary traditions and conventions the
tradition of entertainment has also filled a role.

Profes-

sional entertainers, from the gleoman and harper to the minstrel and court poet, have co-existed with the literary poets
and the scholars.

Bloomfield suggests a possible genre of

humorous verse to which Sir Gawain could belong.

John Conley,

in an unpublished paper cited Bloomfield, suggests a "comic
or humorous intention."

Quoting from Bloomfield, "The vivid-

ness of the language, the subtleties of the lines, the extraordinary lightness of the tone, all bespeak a sophistication,
an irony, a sense of humor which illuminates the whole thing
from beginning to end. 1153

Not only, we are told, does the

author take a posture of humor .regarding the interrelations
of the characters within his story, but he also assumes an
attitude of humor towards his audience.

"The author is

playing a game with us just as Morgan is playing a game with
Arthur's court.

He is keeping us in a state of suspense, hold-

ing back information, and fooling us. 1154

Conley could very

well be right, but we must remember that in a very real sense
every truly entertaining author keeps his audience in suspence,
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holds back information from them, and uses many other entertaining techniques.

Many stories have unexpected reversals

and surprise endings, but that does not necessarily make them
jokes.

Conley does seem to be more to the point than many

of the other critics, however.

He does speak to the author's

intentions, and does see the tale as a type of entertainment
rather than anything else.
R. H. Bowers speaks to the same point when he looks at
"'Ihe aspect of delight and entertainment which is in danger
.
.
.. 55
o f b eing
sub merge d b y too muc h so 1 emn, so mb er cri. t.icism.

He states that the descriptive details create verisimilitude,
but fails to work that into his argument.

Bower's goes on to

show us the laughter of the poem, which he says has not been
sufficiently emphasizea.
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He concludes by stating that a general reader, once gotten
past the difficulty of the language, would "feel the delight
and comedy of the first three temptation scenes, which cannot
be too highly praised."

This is true, but Bowers did not as

much as mention the temptation scenes prior to this comment,
so if we know this at all, we know it from our own experience
with the poem.

He also states that the fundamental purpose

of Romance is entertainment and that the job of a court poet
or minstrel on a festive occasion is entertainment,5 7 but we
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do not learn from Bowers why the poem should be looked at
as entertainment.

He never even suggests that the author

intended to entertain his audience, only that the poem is
entertaining.
Not even those critics who have noted the entertainment
value of the work

attempt to show us how it is entertaining

or to describe what comprises an entertainment.

Too much

is thus taken for granted and we still find ourselves very
near to

the realm of feelings.

We may feel that the poem

is entertaining, as it surely is, but its author knew how to
make it entertaining and wrote it intending to entertain his
audience.

Chapter III
Apperceptive Appeal

Basic to all entertainment is the establishment of
apperceptive appeal.

'The poet, who in this instance is the

entertainer, must present the audience with something familiar.

He must do this to build confidence in himself and in

the world that he is creating.

If the audience feels that

the poet can be trusted and that the world that he is creating for them is safe for them to venture into, the first
obstacle has been overcome.

If not, the audience will lose

interest, and the poet will have failed.
'lhe Gawain poet aimed to grasp his audience's attention
and to keep it.

So although the poem includes details and

episodes with which the audience could not have been familiar,
most of the poem deals with things that the audience could
easily relate to.
'lhe opening of the poem may seem to be a very slow way
to begin an entertainment, but if we look at it closely, we
see that the opposite is true.

'Ihis introduction, doing

nothing more than to recount the past history of the British
people, establishes the first link between the poet and his
audience.

He gains their confidence by dealing with the

familiar.

By starting within the tradition and giving the

history of the British people from 'Iroy to Arthur, a story
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that if not held as true was at least generally accepted, he
helped to establish the veracity of his later statement that
he had heard the story in town and had not made it up.

'lhis

history was familiar to them, both in itself and as a way to
begin stories of King Arthur, so the audience could feel
comfortable with it, and, the author hoped, with what would
follow.
'lhe description of the feast at King Arthur's hall is
the second chance the author has to establish credibility,
and he does it admirably.

'Ihe feast that he describes is so

similar to the feast that his audience was probably attending
at that very moment that they felt right at home.

And since

this was probably a Christmas entertainment, the timing was
as propitious as the situation.

A few lines later, the poet

describes the audience at Arthur's court, and describing an
audience to an audience must have had the intended effect.
'Ihe audience must have felt some kinship with this other
audience that had been described.

From this point on, the

poet can change their emotions simply by telling them what
the audience in the poem is feeling.

'lhe author also takes

pains to make Sir Gawain seem not only a knight, but also a
man, so that the audience could identify with him.

At the

time this story was first told, knights still existed, so
some in the audience could identify with Gawain on that basis,
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but we see enough of the Imtl.n beneath the armor to feel his
joys and sorrows along with him as the first audience
must have.
It must be remembered that the Gawain poet and Chaucer
were contemporaries, and the knights in Chaucer's audience
were probably no more numerous than the knights in the
Gawain poet's audience.

The Hundred Year's War (1337-1453),

which was not yet over at the time Sir Gawain and The Green
Knight was written, was, as G. G. Coulton notes, a powerful
. t
stro k e agains

c h'1va 1 ry,

58 b u t 1't , com b'1ne d w1' th o th er

factors, tended to increase the quantity, if not the quality,
of knights.
It must also be remembered that the poem written
was not long after the reign of Edward III.

The English

royal court of this period was, according to B. Wilkinson,
"renouned throughout Europe for its chivalry, as was Edward,
its charismatic central Figure.

His famous Round Table was

founded in 1348; after a great tournament in Windsor in
1344 Edward had sworn to follow Arthur's footsteps.

His

Order of the Garter was the most select and famous in Europe."
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This order consisted of a select group of twenty-six knights,
including the king, the Black Prince, and all the leading magnates of the land.

6

°

Frossant's descriptions of Edward's court

bring to mind the Gawain poet's descriptions of Arthur's and Sir
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Bertilak's courts.

"I could not tell or recount in a day

the noble dinners, the festivals, the entertainments, the
gifts, the presents. 1161
Whereas.the past aristocracy, and even the monarchy,
was largely illiterate, Wilkinson notes that in the fourteenth century "the aristocracy was not only more literate
but also probably more active in its patronage of literature.
It may well have contributed much in this way to the revival
of alliterative verse . . . . in the middle years of the fourteenth century."
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'This view of the original audience as

aristocratic and informed may help us to better perceive their
probable reactions to the poem.

Alliterative verse came not

from the royal court but from the baronial hall, which does
not demean it in any way.

Many of the powerful Northern

barons could afford the finest things and lived in the highest style; they simply chose alliterative verse over rhyming
verse.
Given the probable audience, then, and the genre of
poetry, the language and the alliterative rather than rhyming
verse could have served as a link between the poet and his
audience.

Although this alliterative verse was, as it were,

native to them and arose from among them, they were probably
well acquainted with the verse of Chaucer and with the
tradition he was following.
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'Ihe dress of the characters was another link between the
poet and his audience.

Sir Gawain, in this tale, wears four-

teenth-century armor, not necessarily from ignorance of the
author.

Many medieval writers used anachronism to help their

audience relate to the action of the story.

'Ihe audience was

familiar with the entertainment at the feast, the clothes of
the Green Knight, and the embellishments of his horse.

So

even if the idea that a horse and a knight should be green was
hardly credible, the trappings that enclosed both added to
their credibility and to their effect on the audience, who
would be carried along at this point and not left incredulous.
'Ihe horse also acted like a medieval horse (doing absolutely
nothing), and the Green Knight looked and acted enough like
a knight so that there was no confusion as to what he should
be called.
'Ihe characters in Arthur's court also helped to make the
audience more comfortable with the story.

King Arthur was

familiar to them, as were Guinevere and Gawain.

'Ille audience

already had some expectations regarding these characters
that the author could use to his own advantage.

'Ihe audience

expected Arthur to be a strong leader, Guinevere to be beautiful, and Gawain to be perhaps very many different things.
B. J. Whiting, in his article on Gawain's reputation. tells us
"'Ib sum up,

in the romances, prose as well as verse, Gawain
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is the casual, good-natured and
most any available girl.

well~mannered

wooer of al-

If she acquieses, good; if not,

there is sure to be another pavillion or castle not far
ahead.

11
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Couple this with the fact that Gawain "for what-

ever reason, did not make love to married women, 6 4
11

and we

get a picture of Sir Gawain probably not dissimilar to that
of the Gawain poet's audience.

Gawain would not be the

pushover that Lancelot and Tristram often were, but he wouldn•t be a Sir Galahad either.

This ambiguity in Gawain's

character creates suspense at the same time that it makes
the audience familiar and comfortable with him.

The audience

knows him, but they are not altogether sure what he is going
to do.
As Gawain leaves Arthur's castle and journeys through
the forest, the audience is once again given scenes from the
familiar.

Ogres, dragons, bulls, bears, and other animals

in the forest warred with Gawain, but most of the things in
the forest were very familiar.

The explicit geography of the

journey allowed the audience to follow the directions and
know exactly where he was going.

This audience was probably

familiar with the Wirril forest, so they could relate to
what he was describing.

If, as John Speirs suggests, the

Wirril forest was the center of the nature cult in that region,
the audience would have had a predisposition concerning the
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forest; they would have known it in a way that we

cannot~and

simply the direction Gawain was going may have been enough
to frighten them.
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Here we see the other side of apperceptive appeal.

Not

only does it make the audience feel more comfortable with
the fiction, but, once they have accepted the fiction, the
same things that make them comfortable with the fiction
make

them uncomfortable within the fiction.
The author was obviously familiar with the wilderness

through which Gawain travels and his audience possibly was
as well, but this familiarity might have served to increase
rather than decrease the horror of Gawain's situation for
the audience.

Those people who have experienced a hurricane,

or like Gawain, travelled through a blizzard, may find a story
recounting the dangers and the discomforts of such an expetience even more frightening than those who are still able to
see the story as hypothetical and fictional.

There is a

fear of the unknown, but that can often be dismissed by the
rationalizing mind.

The fear of the known is founded in fact

and cannot be so easily dismissed.

Our author knew this, and

rather than concentrate on the rather dubious, mythical
terrors of the wilderness, he described the wilderness itself
in winter.

So the wormez, wolues, wodwos, bullez, berez,

borez, and etaynez get only four lines,

(720-723) while the
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poem is filled with descriptions of the forest.

These

descriptions are cal9ulated to give the audience the full
impact of Gawain's discomfort.
Bi a rnounte on ~e rnorne meryly he rydes
Into a forest ful dep, '°pat ferly watz wylde,
Hi3e hillez on vche a halue, and holtwodez vnder
Of hore okez ful hoge a hundreth togeder;
):>e hasel and ~e haJ~orne were harled al samen,
With ro3e reged mosse rayled aywhere,
With mony bryddez vnbly~e vpon bare twyges
pat pitosly ~er piped for pyne of ~e colde. (740-747)

We see here no fairy
of a real forest.

forest~

but a marvelous description

The effect of the cold on the birds is a

touch of realism seldom seen in Middle English poetry.

All

of this helps the audience to feel the cold with Gawain and
share his predicament.
'Ihe author uses the same technique for a slightly different purpose in his description of the festivities at King
Arthur's castle.

Here, he truly wants the audience to feel

comfortable and to identify with the knights and ladies in the
story, but he does it in order to increase the horror of the
Green Knight's appearance in the court.

'lhe author is as

much as warning his audience that such a thing really could
happen, even in their court.
feast can be seen as a set up.

So the description of Arthur's
The more like the court being

entertained, the greater the horror when the Green Knight
appears, and the greater the entertainment.
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The only other place our author uses apperceptive
appeal to any purpose not already discussed is in his treatment of Sir Bertilak, the Green Knight's other self.

Through

his use of the three hunting scenes the author establishes
yet another link with the audience--this time between the
reader and the lord of the castle.
cratic

Hunting was an aristo-

pastime, and in a poem written for an aristocratic

audience, what could pull the audience more into the action
of the poem than hunting scenes?

In touching on a point of

great interest for the audience, the poet does one more
thing.

He puts Sir Bertilak into a position that causes audi-

ence identification with him.

.

If they hunt and he hunts,

what could be more natural than to identify with him?

This

tendency towards identification is reinforced by his exemplary behavior in· his castle,

(a magnificent fourteenth-century

castle, by the way) and by the lauoatory remarks Sir Gawain
makes as he leaves the castle.

We see later that the author

has set us up and that we must love and hate a character at
the same time.

This was accomplished largely through the

author's skillful use of materials that he knew would have
apperceptive appeal--hidden hooks in familiar-looking worms.

Chapter IV
Selection of Details

Once the audience was caught up in the narrative through
the technique of apperceptive appeal, the poet, attempting
to entertain his audience, had to pick and choose among possible details, both in terms of plot and in terms of description, to find those details with the greatest entertainment
value--the ones that would evoke the greatest audience response.

In a study of this nature, a complete listing of the

details the author used to entertain the audience would be
tedious, and may not be possible anyway.

We will review the

outstanding examples of the places in the poem where details
or incidents appear to be included precisely for their effect
on the audience. .
The most obvious place to start is with the Green Knight
himself.

The

Gawain poet's audience must have wondered,

as we do, why the Green Knight was green.

It does not take

brilliant scholarship to come to the conclusion that the
greenness of the Green Knight must have been calculated to
evoke an audience response.

There is no strictly logical

reason why the knight should have been green.

John Speirs

and others in the anthropological school of criticism equate
the greenness of the Knight with the green man of vegetation
66
myth. If this was the case, the shock value of the inclusion
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of this green man is enhanced, not diminished.
frightened,

Gawain was

later, at the Green Chapel, when he thought he

had come to a partial understanding of the Green Knight.
He was not at all reassured, by evidences of the strange, yet
familiar, nature cult.
There is also no strictly logical reason why the Green
Knight.• s
11

eyes should be red.

Robert B. White, Jr., notes:

The Green Knight's red eyes ... do not appear in the various

sources and analogues proposed for this poem, nor have they
been traced back to any significant motifs in the folklore
and mythology of prehistory."
the poem that
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At any rate we are told in

the Knight was green to scare Arthur's court,

and we can assume that the poet made him green to scare his
audience.

If the author tells his audience that a certain

character is frightening, and that he assumed a certain
guise especially to scare a group of people very much like
them on an occasion very much like the one in which they
find themselves, it should be clear that he wants them to be
scared, whether or not they cooperate.
The combined effect of the ax and the holly bob is to
complicate the feelings of the audience.
the Green Knight

The holly bob, as

tells us, is a symbol of peace.

An audience

at that time didn't need to be told that, so they must have
had feelings of puzzlement at the appearance of a knight,
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of any

color~

carrying both a holly bob and an ax,

ax by itself would have been

r~ason

for puzzlement.

Even the
An ax

was not really a fitting weapon for a knight, and this ax
was a weapon, not a woodsman's ax.

Had he carried a lance,

they would have guessed that :he intended to call for a challenger who would wage single combat with him, but that was
not to be the case.

The author, even strictly following his

sources, wasn't bound to an ax.

So many features of Caradoc

are similar to Sir Gawain and the Green Knight that some
have claimed it as the Gawain poet's immediate source.
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In Caradoc, a sword, not an ax, is used for the beheading.
Our author chose to use an ax rather than.a sword because of
its shock appeal.

An ax is a much more brutal weapon and

fits in much better with the beheading scene and with the
Green Knight, both brutal in their own way.
The author's handling of the green horse bespeaks his
genius.

A big green knight is frightening, even with no

more description than that.

A green horse, with no more

description than that, is ridiculous.

It is a marvel, really,

that more readers, especially those who read the poem in
prose redactions or even in many poetic renditions, don't
laugh at the green horse.

In the hands of our poet, he be-

comes almost an extension of the Green Knight, and as long
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as we see them together, the horse, like his master, is
frightening.
A grene hors gret and ~ikke,
A stede ful stif to strayne,
In brawden brydel quik-To pe gome he watz ful ·gayn. (175-178)

The description of the knight's dress, which follows,
further focuses the audience's attention on the Green Knight,
and as it moves the Green Knight closer to center stage, it
also builds him up in the eyes of the court.

Even before

he opens his mouth, we are told what the court thought of
him:
laked as layt so ly3t,
So sayd al ~at hyrn sy~e;
Hit semed as no mon my3t
Vnder his dynttez dry3e. (199-202)

He

'Ille expression of this sentiment to people who looked
up to this courtly group as heroes from days gone by must
have had the intended effect.
must have been
of us ?

11

11

'!he prevailing sentiment

If even they could be frightened, then what

'Ihe same motivation on the part of the author must

also apply to the lengthy description of the Green Knight's
ax.

The descriptions of the Green Knight, his horse, and

his ax take center stage after the appearance of the Green
Knight has suspended all other action.

The poet, by his

skillful use of descriptive techniques, thus frightens the
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audience with a character who has done nothing more than
ride

into the court and, as it were, pose for his descrip-

tion.

His actions are calculated to be even more frighten-

ing than his appearance, but again the poet is at work, so
that the first logical action of a strange knight, friend
or foe, becomes frightening:
'Wher is', he sayd,
p.e gouernour of pis gyng? Gladly I wolde
Se pat segg in sy3t, and with hymself speke
raysoun.'
To kyn)tez he kest his y3e,
And reled hym vp and doun;
He stemmed, and con studie
Quo walt per most renoun. (224-231)

The reaction of the court at this point is most interesting.

Although they give other indications of their fear,

they don't leave in a rout, but instead gather around him
to see what he will do.
Al studied pat per stod, and stalked hym nerre
Wyth al re wonder of ~e worlde what he worch schulde. (237-238)

This action by the court puts the Green Knight fully
in the limelight.

All

~yes

are turned on him to see what

he will do.

But the poet doesn't tell us right away what

he will do.

He instead turns our eyes back towards the mem-

bers of the court, who, he tells us, are frightened.

The

descriptions of the great fear of the court at the appearance of the Green Knight were intended to inspire fear in
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the audience.

This fear first manifests itself in total

silence, when the Knight asks to speak to the leader of the
assembly:
perfore to answare watz ar3e mony a~el freke,
And al stouned at his steuen and stonstil seten
In a swoghe sylence ~ur3re sale riche; (241-243)

When the poet's audience saw Arthur's court acting this
way, they were probably frightened as well, and probably
also reflected the silence of the court.

After the Green

Knight issues his challenge, the court is even more silent
than before, if such a thing is possible.

If he hem stowned vpon fyrst, stiller were ranne
Alle ~e heredmen in halle, ~e hyj and ~e 103e. (301-302)
The Green Knight's actions, in contrast with theirs, make
him seem even more frightening:

pe

renk on his rounce' hym ruched in his sadel,
And runischly his rede y3en he reled aboute,
Bentle his bresed bro3ez, blycande grene,
Wayued his berde for to wayte quo-so wolde ryse. (303-306)

This description, including the red eyes, was also calculated to produce fear in the audience.

We must remember

that we can find no such scenes in the materials that our
author could have used as sources.

If he thus elaborated

on the appearance of the Green Knight, first coloring him
green and then giving him a brutish ax, a beard like a bush,
red eyes, and a roughness of manners and look like lightning
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that make him appear other-worldly, he must have done it for
some reason.

It is no accident that the Green Knight is

frightening.

He was intended to be.

'lhese descriptions have a cumulative effect.

We are

given more and more details describing the knight, and in
the court there is a progression from total silence to even
quieter silence, all prompted by their great fear.

'Ihe

author intended these descriptions to build up to the description of the beheading of the Green Knight, the highest
point in this section.

It could be said that the author in-

tended to lessen the shock of the incident by thus leading
up to it, but he paints the scene so vividly that nothing
could really lessen the shock to the audience, and the prior
description only serves to heighten the suspense.
rrhe scene describing the cutting off of the Green Knight's
head is gruesome.

If anything is more revolting than a be-

heading, it must be a beheading during dinner.

At the time

the Green Knight entered the hall, the first course of the
meal had been served, and Arthur was the only one not eating.
'Ihe people seem to stop eating during the beheading episode;
indeed, they seem to suspend their festivities altogether
from the time the Green Knight arrives until he leaves.

But

whether they have actually stopped eating, or simply moved out
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of the limelight, the whole episode is carried out within the
context of dinnertime.

'!hey were eating as the Gr'een Knight

came in and are eating as he leaves.

Che of the most grizzly

details our poet includes is the kicking around of the head
as it rolls under the dinner table and the recovery of that
head by its owner.

pe

fayre hede fro pe halce hit to ·pe erpe.
j)at fele hit foyned wyth her fete, ~ere hit forth roled;
-pe blod brayd fro -r>e body, 't>at blykked on -pe grene;
And nawper faltered ne fel pe freke neuer re helder,
Bot sty~ly he start forth vpon styf schonkes,
And runyschly he ra3t out, tere as renkkez stoden,
La3t to his lufly bed, and lyft hit vp sone; (427-433)

We see, here, vividness of detail not found in any of our
poet's sources.

That he thus elaborated on this beheading

episode demonstrates his intention of entertaining his audience to as full an extent as he could.

The image of the red

blood against the green skin must have been included to
shock the audience.

How he found the head we are not told;

maybe that must simply be explained by saying it was magic,
but maybe the author meant for us to wonder.

In this con-

text, the things that can't be explained can be explained by
reference to magic, and the more magic, the greater the sense
of wonder and fear that the author creates in his audience.
'Ihe Green Knight mounts his horse, still holding his
head.

At this point, the author tells us that many in the
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court doubted their sanity.

I believe that the audience

could relate so well to the scene at Arthur's court and to
those unnamed people in it that references to their court
and to their feelings and attitudes can be taken as signals,
telling us how the author wanted his audience to react to
the different scenes.
Perhaps the most shocking of all the details in this
scene is the talking head after the beheading of the Green
Knight.
For ~e hede in his honde he haldez vp euen,
Toward ~e derrest on ~e dece he dressez pe face,
And hit lyfte vp ~e y3e-lyddez and loked ful brode,
And meled ~us much with his muthe, as 3e may now here: (444-447)

We see the head talking here, not the Green Knight talking through a head that has been separated from his body.
He turned it toward the people on the dais; it lifted up
its eyelids and spoke with its mouth.

By noting what our

author says of this scene, we should be able to determine
what his intention was in including it.

Speaking of the

incident, the Green Knight says to Gawain:
Ho wayned me ~is wonder your wyttez to reue,
For to haf greued Gaynour and gart hir to dy3e
With glopnyng of ~at ilke gome ~at gostlych speken
With his hede in his honde bifore ~e hy3e table. (2459-62)

Since the reason for this scene was to horrify Arthur's
court and even to scare Guinevere to death, can't we assume
that the author included it to scare his audience, knowing

so

that this scene was frightening but including it anyway
because he thought that the audience would enjoy being
frightened?
What the head says, of course, is that Gawain must not
fail to meet him at the Green Chapel.

And then he leaves

as dramatically as he had come and doesn't reappear until
the end of the poem.

The scene at the Green Chapel is, in

some ways, even more frightening than the first beheading
scene.

The audience may experience revulsion at the be-

heading of the Green Knight, but there is no real emotional
involvement. The Green Knight seems hardly human so we are
not really concerned over whether or not he will lose his
head.

Sir Gawain, on the other hand, has grown closer to

the audience during the course of the story, and Gawain's
losing his head will bring forth quite another emotion.
The audience feels no pity for the Green Knight who is, after
all, not a man but an "aghlich mayster" (136), but it has
had the space of a rather long story to develop pity for
Gawain.

The beheading match is seldom brought to the fore-

front, but it undergirds the entire poem, with the audience
wondering whether what happened to the Green Knight will
happen to Sir Gawain, with the exception o i the outcome. As
Gawain reminds the Green Knight in the final confrontation,
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"Bot -pa3 my hede falle on f'e stonez ./ I con not hit restore.
(2282-83)

11

'Ihe poet reminds us again of the first beheading,

to make us worry that the same thing will happen to Gawain.
When we recall the beheading in Arthur's castle, we also recall the attending horror of that scene.

So, by a simple

reference, the author reuses some of his old materials to
shock us once again.
Several new details are added at the Green Chapel.

'Ihe

one that stands out most in mind is the sound of the sharpening of the ax that greets Gawain as he arrives at the -Green
Chapel.
pene herde he of ~at hy3e hil, in a harde roche
Bi~onde ~e broke, in a bonk, a wonder breme noyse,
Quat! hit clatered in pe clyff, as hit cleue schulde,
As one vpon a gryndelston hade grounden a sype.
What! hit warred and whette, as water at a mulne;
What! hit rusched and range, ravt'pe to here.
penne 1 Bi Godde, ' quo~ Gawayn, '~at gere, as I trowe,
Is ryched at te reuerence me, renk, to mete
bi rote.
Let God worche ! "We loo"Hit helppez me not a mote.
My lif taJ I forgoo;
Drede dotz me no lote.' (2199-2211)

I have quoted this rather long section to illustrate
how really long it is, considering the content.

'Ibis could

all be summarized in a sentence, but the author builds it up
in order to heighten suspense and to focus our attention on
the source of the sound.

By his method of presenting this
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detail, the author here makes something frightening that
doesn't have much initial shock appeal.

Once the audience

learns what the sound is they are probably relieved rather
than shocked at what the thing is that made the sound, but
the focus on the reason for Gawain's journey increases the
horror.

'lhe sound, we learn, comes from the Green Knight's

sharpening of a Danish ax that he presents as the weapon
with which he will divorce Sir Gawain's head and shoulders.
'Ihe scene is not without its horrors--not many men would
like to hear the weapon being sharpened that they know must
kill them--but the poet capitalizes on the inherent elements
of horror in order once more to scare his audience, as they
expect him to.
'Ihe appearance of the . Green Knight here at the Green
Chapel is nearly as dramatic as his first appearance at
Arthur's court had been.

Sir Gawain shouts a "speak now or

forever hold your peace" speech, then the Green Knight
answers him from the cliff above his head and goes on sharpening the ax.

When he does appear, it is out of a hole

in the rocks, and he will not wade, but hops across the
water on the ax.

He seems to match the wild setting, and

in his own environment seems different from, yet the same
as, his old self.

He matches the hostile wilderness that
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Gawain has been going through and that has tormented him
so.

In case the audience has missed the connection between

the Green Knight and the wilderness, the poet has Sir Gawain
inform us that the rough chapel in the woods well suits the
"wy3e wrexled in grene,"

(2191)

'Ihe author brings us to

remember all of the hostility of the wilderness and to see
the <Leen Knight as one with the wilderness rather than as a
man like Gawain, and he does this by a careful selection of
appropriate details.

Chapter V

Ordering of Details

Throughout the poem, whether in passages dealing with
Gawain sleeping in his armor on the cold rocks or the lady's
loveliness, the poet time and time again plays on the audience's emotions, by introducing details designed to be
sensational and entertaining.

But a poet who truly wanted

to entertain would also have placed certain details in an
order purposely designed to elicit a specific response from
the audience.
The author achieves much of his control of the audience
through his skillful ordering of details.

Some readers

have noted this and have assumed, on the basis of this
.
th a t s·ir Gawain
. an d t h e Green Knig
. h t is
· a JO
· k e. 69
t ec h n1que,
A joke.holds back something from the reader that he would
have known if the story had been told in a different way.
I do not see Sir Gawain and the Green Knight as any more a
joke than most clever stories, but like most clever stories,
it has several punch lines.
The organization of the story itself shows the work of
our author in ordering the plot details.
to tell a story is

from beginning to end.

'Ihe usual way
Although it

appears that our poet does start from the beginning,

(from

the very beginning, in fact) he actually starts the main
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plot line of the poem in medias res.

He could have intro-

duced the Green Knight before he came onto the scene and
explored his motives and intentions, but he brings the
Green Knight onto the
stranger.

stag~

as a stranger--a mysterious

M.lch of the appeal of Sir Gawain and the Green

Knight could be traced to this shroud of mystery surrounding
the Green Knight.

We are not told where he comes from,

what his name is, what he is going to do, or why he wants
to do it.

'lhe answers to these questions come one at a time

and keep the audience's attention in a way that a straightforward narrative could not have.

At least part of the

inferiority of 'Ihe Grene Knight can be credited to the reordering of plot details by its author.

'Throughout the

poem, the plot details are given as they would naturally
occur, thus dispensing with the mystery surrounding the Green
Knight and gaining only a qualified plus--the omniscience of
the audience.

Nothing surprises a fully omniscient audience,

so it is much harder to entertain them.
In contrast to this, our author uses the ordering of
details over and over to effect, in many places, surprise.
'Jhe poet's description of the Green Knight is a good example
of this.
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-per hales in at pe halle dor an aghlich mayster,
On ~e most on ~e molde on mesure hyghe;
Fro -pe swyre to 'pe swange so sware and so '}:>ik,
And his lyndes and his lyrnes so longe and so grete,
Half etayn in erde I hope "pat he were,
Bot mon most I algate mynn hym to bene,
And ~at ~e myriest in his muckel ~at my3t ride;
For of bak and of brest al were his bodi sturne,
Both his wombe and his wast were worthily smale,
And alle his fetures fol3ande, in forrne fat he hade,
ful clene;
For wonder of his hwe men hade,
Set in his semblaunt sene;
He ferde as freke were fade,
And oueral enker-grene. (136-150)

Here we see things not in the order that a motiveless
observer would notice them, but in the order our author wants
us to see them.

Often in the poem we see things as the char-

acters in the story see them, but here we have no such thing.
The first thing anyone in the room would have noticed was
the greenness of the knight, but that is the last ·thing described.

When it suits his purpo'se, the author uses the view-

point of one of the characters; when it doesn't, he simply
tells the audience what he wants them to know, when he wants
them to know it.

The green horse was also not first de-

scribed as a green horse, but is first described in terms
of embellishments.

The structure is opposite, here, so

there was a chance that the audience could have been surprised both at the greenness of the Knight, whose body was
first described, and then his greenness, and last his clothing.
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1he horse's "clothing" was first described, then his greenness, and last his body.

'Ihis unparallel structure could

have naturally occurred as a result of some other artistic
consideration, but it could have been contrived, as the
individual descriptions certainly were.

'Ihe poet doesn rt

want to simply present us with a green knight; he wants to
shock us with one.
1he poet does not leave us with that initial shock, however.

·M uch as people feed animals in the zoo, one little

tidbit at a time, the author doles out the descriptive details one at a time.

We don It learn about the Q:-een Knight rs

red eyes, for instance, until 168 lines after his entrance.
Che sees in the description of the Green Knight's weapons
the same descriptive technique used in the . description of
the Green Knight himself:
Whe~er

hade he no helme ne hawbergh nauper,
~ no pysan ne no plate ~at pented to armes,
~ no schafte ne no schelde to schwue ne to smyte,
Bot in his on honde he hade a holyn bobbe,
is grattest in grene when greuez ar bare,
And an ax in his orer, a hoge and vnmete, (203-208)

pat

'Ihe poet goes on to describe the ax in detail, but notice the manner in which the ax is introduced.

'Ihe audience

is first told what weapons and armaments the Cceen Knight
doesn't have, and only then told what he has.

'Ihi s technique

would naturally raise the interest of the audience
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by making them wonder how the Green Knight is armed.
Sometimes we can see the poet setting up his audience.
He works throughout to achieve the maximum audience response, and sometimes this can be best accomplished by
playing tricks on the audience.

The Green Knight's re-

fusal to tell Gawain where he lived, what his name was, or
how to find the trysting place necessitated the talking
head.

The audience could have guessed that the head was

going to talk after it had been severed as soon as they saw
it hit the ground and the headless Knight chasing it, but
the talking head still comes as a shock.

Coming the way it

does it is sensational, but the author makes it necessary.
If the Green Knight didn't have a speech to give that the
audience was waiting to hear, a severed head talking would
have seemed contrived and unnecessarily sensational.
The positioning of Arthur away from his place when the
Green Knight came in was done so that the audience would
have to wonder whether or not Arthur would be brave enough
to stand out and answer such a man.

We all wait expec-

tantly to see if the king will answer him, and the poet
makes us wait for awhile.

The king does answer, of course,

and is thus given a chance to establish the strength of his
character.

Later, he again shows his courage as he accepts
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the challenge of the Green Knight.
author fools his audience.

But here again, the

The audience is told at the be-

ginning of the poem that this will be "an outtrage awenture
of Arthurez wonderez.

11

(29)

Sir Gawain is certainly men-

tioned in the poem prior to the time that he asks to take
over the challenge from Arthur, but after Arthur's character is partially developed, it seems that the poet would
have stayed with the same character.

Instead, Arthur is

dumped in favor of Gawain.
Perhaps the biggest trick that the author plays on his
audience is the concealing of the identity of the Green
Knight.

Sir Bertilak monopolizes the action for much of the

poem, but the audience never guesses that he is the Green
Knight.

It seems so unlikely that no number of clues could

give it away, yet in retrospect, the audience sees how many
clues really have been given.

Sir Bertilak lives near the

Green Chapel and knows where it is, yet the audience never
so much as suspects him of being in league with the
mayster.

11

11

aghlich

His physical description and robust manner are

not unlike those of the Green Knight, but not enough like
either, for one to really resemble the other.

The real dead

giveaway comes when the lady gives the green girdle to Sir
Gawain.

The audience doesn't even think about the significance
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of the color green until Sir Bertilak explains it all at
the Green Chapel.
The lord of the castle himself has a hand in fooling
Gawain and the audience, however.

It is only natural that

Gawain should not recognize the lord.

His appearance is

changed, and he really doesn't look like the Green Knight.
On the other hand, the Green Knight had asked Gawain his
name at Arthur's court and if he now doesn't recognize him,
he should at least recognize his name.

This doesn't appear

to be the case, for we see that when he ''learned :• who Gawain
was he was overjoyed.
When pe lorde bade lerned '\"at he ~ e leude bade,
Loude la)ed he perat, so lef hit hym -PoJ t,
And alle ~e men in ~at mote maden much joye (908-910)

Later, he asks Gawain what urgent errand he is on,

(some-

thing he already knows) and is ecstatically happy when Gawain
agrees to stay a few more days, which convinces Gawain, and
the audience, of his lack of malice towards the knight.

pe

lorde let for luf lotez so myry,
As wy3~at wolde of his wyte, ne wyst quat he my3t. (1086-87)

Most of us have never been quite this happy.

If the

author is trying to convince us of the lord of the castle's
good will, he is doing an admirable job.
in romances are even half this nice.

Few of the hosts

The ones who appear

benevolent usually show their true colors in the end, but
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here, we seem to have an exception.

From the time Gawain

arrives until he leaves to go to the tryst, his host is a
perfect gentleman.
'Ihe audience is easily fooled in these things, as in
much of the poem, because they see things through Gawain's
eyes.

Gawain doesn't catch on, so neither does the audience.

Gawain doesn't see anything special about the bit of green
love lace.

After all, who would expect an "aghlich mayster"

like the Green Knight to have a wife?

'Ihe incongruity be-

tween the lady and the Green Knight is just too great.
even the fact that the lace

is

magic tips

Gawain off.

Not
How

many other magic green things are mentioned in the poem?
And shouldn't there be some relationship?

Gawain's remarks

as he leaves Bertilak's castle also show the author leading
the audience astray.
'Here is a meyny in ~is mote ~at on menske penkkez,
mon hem maynteines, ioy mot ~ay haue;
pe leue lady on lyue luf hir bityde;
) i f tay for charyte' cherysen a gest,
And halden honour in her honde, pe hapel hem 3elde
pat haldez te heuen vpon hy3e, and also yow alle!
I schuld rech yow sum rewarde redyly, if I my3t.' (2052-59)

pe

Here we see the poet saying such good things about the
couple that it is hard to believe them capable of the type
of foul play that we are later apprised of.

But here we
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are seeing the couple through Gawain's eyes and are made
dupes along with him at the end of the poem when all is revealed.

But at this point we know the lady and seem to know

her intentions.

When we see Gawain give the host and the

hostess the same benediction, we could see it as a curse for
the host to be so grouped with his wife and wonder what fault
or malice he has of which we are ignorant.
The author adds one more incident to clear the lordly
couple and to fool the audience.

The squire who conducts

Gawain to the Green Chapel refuses to go the whole way, but
stops some way from the place, giving Gawain directions on
how to proceed the rest of the way without him.

The reason

that he gives is that the Green Knight is so fierce that he
dare not venture that near to his abode.

He goes into great

detail recounting the Green Knight's reputation:
pe .Place pat ~e prece to ful perelous is halden;
per wonez a wy3e in rat waste, ~e worst vpon erpe,
For he is stiffe and sturne, and to strike louies,
And more he is ~en any mon vpon myddelerde,
And his body bigger ~en pe best fowre
pat ar in Arpurez hous, Hestor, oper oper.
He cheuez pat chaunce at ~e chapel grene,
per passes non bi ~at place so proude in his armes
pat he ne dyngez hym to depe with dynt of his honde;
For he is a mon methles, and mercy non vses,
For be hit chorle o~er chaplayn ~at bi
chapel rydes,
Monk o~er masseprest, o~er any mon elles,
Hym ~ynk as queme hym to quelle as quyk go hymseluen.
Forpy I say -pe, as sope as 'e in sadel sitte,
Com
~ere,
be kylled, may le kny3t rede,

pe

3e

3e
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Trawe )e me tat trwely, ~a3 3e had twenty lyues
to spende.
He hatz wonyd here ful ;ore,
Ch bent much baret bende,
A3ayn his dyntez sore
'e may not yow defende. (2097-2117)

We could include this as another example of the poet
giving his audience a little of the description at a time
instead of giving it all at once, but is this account of the
squire true?

It certainly seems true, at first.

true, then was the squire in on the trick too?

If it isn't
Was he also

acting under orders from Sir Bertilak, who was acting under
orders from Morgan le Fay?

This seems to be a possibility

if what the Green Knight says at the end should be taken to
mean that his whole charade was performed only once--for
the sake of Arthur's court.

If this sort of thing had been

regular, then perhaps the squire's tale is truth as he knows
it, but it is hard to imagine Sir Bertilak being guilty of
the atrocities described by the squire.

The squire does

fulfill a function perhaps useful to Sir Bertilak and to
Morgan:

he tries to talk Gawain out of meeting his appoint-

ment with the Green Knight.

TI1is was a form of testing apart

from any that the lady had done in the castle, and while it
was more overt, it could also have been more easily concealed,
at least if we believe what Gawain later tells us about how
trustworthy women are.

(Gawain does seem justified in his
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opinion, in light of his experience with his host's wife.
She locks the bedroom door, but tells her husband everything.
Thus, when we see the squire's function, we are probably safe
in assuming that he is in fact working under orders from
Sir Bertilak.
The suggestion has been made by Gollancz and others that
the squire escorting Sir Gawain to the Green Chapel might
have been the Green Knight himself in another guise.
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Because of the testing aspect of Gawain's association with
the squire, this possibility seems reasonable.
The language of the squire and that of the Green Knight
are also similar, and since the Green Knight and the squire
are never seen together, it takes no big stretch of the
imagination to see them as one and the same.

We are re-

minded also of Gawain's plaint to the Green Knight in
Arthur's court:
'Where schulde I wale ~e,' quc:fGauan, 'where is ~y place?
I wot neuer where pou wonyes, bi hym pat me wro3t,
Ne I know not -pe, kny3t, ~y cort ne ~i name.
Bot teche me truly ~erto, and telle me how pou hattes,
And I schal ware alle my wyt to wynne me ~eder,
And "pat I swere re for so~e, and by my seker trawe~.' (398-403)

Here, in the end of our tale, perhaps Gawain is getting
his request directly from the Green Knight himself.

This

would mean that the author is not merely tricking his audience with a double manifestation of the person of the
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Green Knight, but that he is fooling them with one additional form.
would be.

We must ask, however, to what purpose this

Since there is no revelation later that enlightens

the audience as to the true identity of the squire, if this
is a trick of the author, it is a different kind of trick.
Fictional characters do not exist in the abstract, so we
need not be concerned with suppositions involving something
that some of the characters in the poem know and the author
knows, but that the audience never learns.

If the squire

really was the Green Knight in disguise, it would have come
to light sooner or later.

In many things, of course, our

author is subtle, and perhaps it came to light for the original audience in a way that it does not for us because of
the language similarity between the two men.

It could very

well be that a fourteenth-century audience, acquainted with
the differences in speech patterns in a way that we can never
be, could have seen at the revealing at the Green Chapel
that the two were indeed one.
The objection could be raised that it is not really very
entertaining to be made a dupe, and that if our author were
primarily interested in entertaining his audience, this might
not be the best way to go about it.

I would hold, however,

that the members of the audience don't see themselves as
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the primary dupes.

The jokes that are played in the poem

are really only played on Sir Gawain, although the audience
participates in that and is vicariously tricked by the tricks

.

played on Gawain.

It is entertaining to watch other people

being tricked, and that is the fun of stories that have narration patterns making the reader or the audience omniscient.
In Sir Gawain and the Green Knight, we don't really see Gawain
being tricked; we see only the unravelling at the Green Chapel.
And that unravelling lets us know that we have been tricked
as well as letting us see that Gawain has been tricked.
Throughout Gawain's stay at Sir Bertilak's castle, we think
we see Sir Bertilak being tricked, and are entertained by
that, but at the unravelling we learn that we have been
tricked in that case as well.

This unravelling lets us see

the real entertainment value in being tricked.
this poem is like a magic show.

In some ways,

We enjoy it precisely be-

cause we don't understand it, and we enjoy it more when we
find that we don't even understand it as well as we thought
we did.

As Bloomfield notes, we learn that ''Gawain, the

perfect knight, is also a human being, and the Green Knight
is really only a mask.

His wife only seems to be unfaithful.

The old harmless lady is really a witch.''

71.

The world the

author paints for us is not the real world but he has made it
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seem real, and when the illusion fades, the audience applauds
as·at a magic show.

Chapter VI
Appeal to the Senses

The skillful handling of details both in their choice and
in their ordering will help to entertain an audience, but one
type of detail has not yet been discussed.

The inclusion of

details that appeal to the senses is imperative if the poet
is to give the audience a sense of emotional immediacy, which
undoubtedly adds to the entertainment value of any work.
We will be dealing here with the scenes and the details within
those scenes that appeal to the senses of the audience, making
them feel as if they were there.

This quality of description

makes the fiction the author is creating both more believable
and more enjoyable.
In the opening court scene, we see food mentioned and
described, brightness from the gems and the banners on the
trumpets, but above all, we hear noise.

One can hardly read

this section without plugging his ears.

The feast starts

"with rych reuel ory3t and rechles merpes,"
tinues with

II

carol es II

(

4 3) and "With al le

(40) then con-

ve mete

and mir-pe

~at men coupe avyse7/Such glaum ande gle glorious to here,/

Dere dyn vpon day, daunsyng on ny3tes 11

(45-47).

Later, still

the same 15-day feast, we are told that when the choir in
the chapel stopped chanting,
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"Loude crye watz }>er kest of
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clerkez and oper,/Nowel nayted onewe, neuened ful ofte"
(64-65).

Then the gifts were brought out, and they "Debated

busyly aboute
lost haden"

po

giftes;/Ladies la3ed ful loude,

(68-69).

So much noise!

po3~ay

This appeal to the

senses, especially the ears, does entertain, however, and it
gives us a feeling of immediacy almost causing us to hear the
wild festivities.
In spite of the brightness from the gems and the banners,
the colors of everything are understood but not stated until
the appearance of the Green Knight.

Later, the poet describes

the colors in Bertilak's court at great lengths, but in this
court, the first mention of color is the green of the Knight.
From that point on, we have the description of his clothes,
mostly green and gold, and of his horse, green with gold trim.
We are told that the Green Knight is carrying a green holly
branch and a green and gold ax.

This restriction of color

causes the Green Knight's red eyes, when they are finally
described, to stand out from the green and gold as those
colors stand out from the scene prior to that point.

The

audience, since no colors had been mentioned prior to this
point, must have been subliminally shocked by the sudden inclusion of color.

Granted, a green knight would be shocking

regardless, but a green knight against a colorless background
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would seem even greener and even more shocking.
Here in Arthur's court, the Green Knight is undoubtedly
the principal actor, but there is other action as well.

The

dancing, the jousting tournies, the games, and the general
bustling excitement of the court combine to give a feeling
of physical, tactile enjoyment, which, when blended with the
sounds and the sights of the court and the taste of the food,
give the audience the type of immediacy of perception that
every storyteller must achieve if he is to entertain.
The castle of Sir Bertilak, although at first seeming to
Gawain to be too good to be real, is shown by the author to
be very real.

Where the food and embellishments of Arthur's

court are mentioned, and in some places almost implied, in
Bertilak's court they are described in detail.

In Arthur's

court we see:
Dayntes dryuen perwyth of ful dere metes,
Foysoun of ~e fresche, and on so fele disches
pat pine to fynde pe place ~e peple biforne
For to sette ~e sylueren-pat sere sewes halden
on clothe.
Iche lede as he loued hymselue
per laght withouten lol'e;
Ay two had disches twelue,
Good ber and bry3t wyn hope. (121-129)

In Sir Bertilak's court we see a more detailed description of
a meal:

pe

wy3e wesche at his wylle, and went to his mete.
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Seggez hym serued semly inno)e
Wyth sere sewes and sete, sesounde of ~e best,
Double-felde, as hit fallez, and fele kyn fischez,
Summe baken in bred, sumrne brad onte gledez,
Summe so~en, summe in sewe saured with spyces,
And ay sawes so sle3 e -pat "Ve segge lyked.
pe freke calde hit a fest ful frely and ofte (887-894)

Several things could account for this.

For one thing, we

could assume that the audience already believed in the reality
of King Arthur's court and didn't need to be convinced in the
same way that they did in Bertilak's castle.
Another reason for this could have been the artistic
necessity of providing a contrast to the bleak conditions in
the wilderness.

rihe description of the bedroom that Gawain

stays in at Bertilak's also surpasses in description any
furnishings in Arthur's castle.

rihis is not to say that

Bertilak's castle is superior to Arthur's, only that the
poet took more pains to describe Bertilak 1 s castle.

'Ihe over-

all effect is that it seems better to the audience than
Arthur's castle.

'Ihe colors seem brighter,

they are brighter) the feast seems longer,

(probably because
(in the poem, it

is longer) and in general, everything seems more real in
Bertilak's castle than in Arthur's.

Arthur's castle and court

are often held up as models in medieval literature.

Just as

the poet tells us through Gawain that the lady is even better
than Guinevere, he could be telling us here that Bertilak 1 s
castle is even better than Arthur's.
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One reason for this could, again, be arrived at from a
consideration of the poet's audience.

It must be remembered

that the probable setting for the first telling of this story
is a baronial hall of the North, not the royal court in
London, and that the Northern barons who appear to have
spawned the alliterative revival were, at this time, opposed to many of the practices and excesses of the English
Court.

This situation could have led the poet to overdraw

the superiority of the castle of Bertilak because his sympathies and his audience's were with the baronial hall, not
with the court.

They may have seen themselves as being in a

sort of competition with the court in London and may have
wanted to hear that someone in the kingdom could have a
castle even better than the king 1 s.
An interesting feature of both courts is the Green Knight,
in both his guises.
action in

Arthur'~

Just as the Green Knight monopolizes the
court, Sir Bertilak is the center of at-

tention in his own court.

He is a loud, boistrous knight who

leads out in games and plays for odds with all the others.
He almost seems to impart life and color, so that his court
by virtue of his very presence has more life and appeals more
to the senses than Arthur's court.
The Gawain poet's use of color is interesting in the
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entire poem.

The most curious thing about it is the use of

the colors red and green, traditionally thought of as Christmas colors, as his two basic colors.
Green Knight wears

~reen;

Gawain wears red, the

the bloody beheading scene in

Arthur's hall shows us the red blood against the green body;
the Green Knight's eyes are red, the love lace Bertilak's
wife gives to Gawain is green; the holly branch is green,
both axes are green, the Green Chapel is green, and the
Green Knight's horse is green.

In some places, especially

in Bertilak's castle, we see other colors, but the primary
colors are red and green.
The forest itself is surprisingly free of colors.

We

start seeing color again when we see the chalk-white chimneys
of Bertilak's castle.

Another interesting thing happens at

Bertilak's castle with relation to sense perception.

The

winter landscape through which Gawain rides is unbelievably
cold.

He sleeps on the rocks in his armor with icicles

hanging over his head.
the cold.
to feel it.

Even the birds are suffering from

The cold is made so real that the audience is made
The lack of color in this wilderness adds to the

effect, making it seem even more cold and dead.
In contrast, the castle of Bertilak is warm.

Gawain is

brought in from the cold to a hall where a blazing fire is
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burning.

After all the cold, the audience could almost have

felt the warmth.

Gawain's cold armor is taken from him and

he dons warm rich robes.

The sense imagery is just as rich

in the bedroom Gawain is taken to as it had been in the
forest.

In the forest everything had been hard and cold and

colorless; here in the castle all is soft and warm and bright.
These extremes could not have been accidental.
of black and white.

This is a case

The winter landscape Gawain rides through

is the antithesis of Bertilak's castle.

Every good thing

is found in the castle; all manner of food, drink, entertainment, and, as is typical of romances, the most beautiful
woman in the world.

These things are seen by the audience

in the context of the forest that Gawain has just come out
of and is still, in fact, surrounded by, and seem even better
than they are.

The fire burns brighter, the colors seem

richer, everything seems softer, and the woman seems even
more beautiful.
The poet maintains this contrast between the harsh world
outside and the gentle, if boistrous, world inside the castle
by his use of the hunting scenes.

Contrasting extremes are

very useful in keeping audience interest at a consistently
high level, and our author uses these extremes masterfully.
The great deal of difference between the sense images in
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the forest and those in the bedroom serve to heighten each
other to emphasize the predominant characteristics in the
characters associated with them.

When contrasted with the

bedroom, the forest seems even rougher and the knight even
bolder and tougher.

When contrasted with the forest, the

bedroom seems even softer and more beautiful, as does
the lady, and Gawain seems even more gentle and courteous.
These extremes also serve to contrast the major characters.
Next to Gawain, the lord of the castle seems uncouth; next
to that bold knight, Gawain seems puny, a beardless child.
On the one hand, we have a physical setting that the
audience can almost feel with the knight.

On the other hand,

we have a setting that is almost a padded cell, in comparison with the forest.

It is safe, and soft, and warm, but

the scene does not change, and tne author relies on the
interest created by the dialogue to keep the interest of
the audience.

The audience sees through Gawain's eyes in

these scenes, and what he sees is usually the lady.

He

likes what he sees, but doesn't really go beyond looking.
The tactile senses that are utilized in the hunting scenes
are, in these scenes, perhaps anticipated but never real-ized.

'Ihe enjoyment to be gained from the hunting scenes is

vigorous and free, and the senses are fully utilized.

We
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seem to hear the dogs barking in every other line, and to
feel the arrows swish past us on their way to the deer or
to the boar.

We feel the water swirl around the knight as

he battles the boar in the stream.
in the bedroom are tedious.

In comparison, the scenes

There is no significant physical

action taking place at all, much to the consternation of the
lady and the relief of Gawain.

But this variation between

the senses and the mind serves to heighten the enjoyment of
each of them; the scene changes before the audience tires of
it.

The vigorous action and carnage of the hunt, which, by

itself would have sated the audience's sensibilities, sets
off beautifully the gentle love talk in the bedroom, which
by itself would have tried the audience's patience.
A

radical shift in sense imagery takes place as Gawain

leaves Sir Bertilak's castle and goes to the trysting place.
We see Gawain leave the gentleness of the castle behind him
and again journey out into the harsh winter weather.

There

are no longer any balancing scenes between the castle and
the forest.

We see only the forest, now, until Gawain reaches

the Green Chapel.
The tryst at the Green Chapel is full of sense images.
The most powerful one, already quoted, fills our ears with
a grinding, scraping sound, and this is nearly matched by
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the description of the knight and of the ax.

These descrip-

tions help the audience to grasp the reality of the situation
and to fear for Gawain's life.

'Ihe cuts, too, both at Arthur's

castle and here, are described in enough detail to appeal to
the reader and to help him feel the blade of the ax entering
the flesh and cleaving asunder the fair fat of the neck.
'!he scene at the Green Chapel also has a relation to the
variation between the hunting scenes and the wooing scenes.
Just as Sir Bertilak and the Green Knight come together for
Sir Gawain, as well as for the audience, at the Green Chapel,
so also the hunting scenes and the wooing scenes come together
here.

'Ihe chapel is full of sense images, as were the hunting

scenes, but after the blow has been given, the focus changes
to the mind, as Gawain and the knight talk.

One could almost

say that two separate scenes exist in this meeting at the
Green Chapel.

First we see the Green Knight, and then we see

the lord of the castle in the guise of a Green Knight.

'Ihe

Green Knight relates to Gawain on the level of the senses,
attempting to scare him and to shame him; the lord relates to
Gawain on a mental/spiritual level, causing him to feel contrition and hearing his confession as a priest would.

Chapter VII
Mood

Details with a special appeal to the senses are often
used in conjunction with other details to create a dominant
mood.

Very few categories are mutually exclusive, and the

categories in this study are no exception.

Some overlapping,

then, between the previous section and this one, will occur.
This, along with the next section, contains some of the
most obvious examples of the attempts of the author to
manipulate his audience.

In this section, we will explore

the author's use of mood as a means of controlling his
audience.
The mood of the poem starts out light and high.

The

festivities at Arthur's castle are joyous and boistrous,
and excitement runs high.

The entrance of the Green Knight

heightens the excitement by adding an element of horror.

The

audience is brought higher and higher through the gruesome
scenes of the beheading and of the talking head of the Green
Knight.

At this point, the audience is ready for a rest, and

the author lets them down gently.

The king and Gawain laugh

and grin at the Green Knight, breaking the tension masterfully, then Arthur reassures the queen, and implicitly the
audience, that such things well become the Christmas season,
so there's no need to worry.
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Then he says to Gawain "Now
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sir, heng vp -pyn ax, 1'at hatz innogh hewen.

11

(477)

Then

they go back to eating and the audience takes a qualified
sigh, knowing that for now the ·e xperience with the Green
Knight is over but that Gawain will have to go to meet him
on his own terms in a year.

This section prepares the audi-

ence for the procession of the seasons and the lower key
action in the next section.
The next section, dealing with the passing of the year
and the arming of Sir Gawain, makes the audience feel, more
than anything else, pity for the knight.

The sympathy of

the lords and ladies in the court and their great concern
for Gawain (539-561) could not help but elicit like feelings
in the audience.

The placement of this scene before the

description of Gawain via the description and explanation of
the pentangle makes him seem weaker and more worthy of pity.
Some of this pity continues through the next section,
and indeed throughout the remainder of the poem, but here,
we see Gawain meeting actual, not imagined, trials, and so
our concern for him moves from a floating anxiety to a very
real identification with his discomforts in the forest and
a concern for his safety.

The audience doesn't know how

long it will take Gawain to find the Green Chapel, or even
if he will, so their concern for him mounts with each additional discomfort and difficulty.

The prevailing mood in
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this section is the antithesis both of the opening scene in
Arthur's castle and the later scenes in Sir Bertilak's castle.
In both castles a buoyancy is seen that Gawain does not bring
to scenes outside of castles.

rrhe Green Knight, however, is

capable of bringing the buoyancy of his castle out into the
forest with him.
Just as the Green Knight affects the mood of the castle
and the forest, so the Knight's lady brings a joyous buoyancy
into the bedroom with her.

She is not just passing the time

of day but is in dead earnest, but in spite of this, she
laughs and jokes with Gawain, and thus brightens the mood of
these scenes.

Her first entrance demonstrates this:

Wyth chynne and cheke ful swete,
Bope quit and red in blande,
Ful lufly con ho lete
Wyth lyppez smal la)ande.
'God moroun, Sir Gawayne,' sayde pat gay lady,
')e ar a sleper vnsly3e, ~at mon may slyde hider;
Now are )e tan as-tyt! Bot true vus may schape,
I schal bynde yow in your bedde, -pat be Je trayst':
Al la3ande ~e lady lanced-po bourdez. (1204-1212)

By her manner, she thus transforms what could have been
serious seduction scenes into playful games of love--albeit
games which she intends to win.
Her last entrance into Gawain's bedroom graphically
demonstrates her ability to change the mood of the scene.
When she enters the room, Gawain is sleeping.
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Ho cornez withinne ~e chambre <lore, and closes hit hir after,
Wayuez vp a wyndow, and on -pe wy3e callez,
And radly ~us rehayted hym with hir riche wordes,
with chere:
'A! mon, how may ~ou slepe,
pis morning is so clere?' (1742-1747)

·'Ihe author uses changes in mood to good effect in the
entire poem.

'This can be seen as a form of variation and

serves to keep audience attention at a consistently high
level.

He sometimes changes the mood without any apparent

plot justification.

Note the difference in mood between

Gawain's journey through the forest (both before and after
his stay at Bertilak's castle) and Bertilak's hunts in the
forest.

'Ihe forest during Gawain's journey is harsh, cold,

and frightening--and because .Gawain is uncomfortable and
frightened, the audience is also uncomfortable and frightened.

'The forest during the hunts is cold, but just barely.

'Ihe drifting snow and slaying sleet that Gawain endures give
way to a forest where snow and ice are never mentioned and
where fair frost covering the fields is the only indication
given of the time of year or of the temperature.
finds things more or less frozen over.
cold and piteously piping

11

for pyne of

Gawain

'Ihe poor birds were
~e

colde.

11

The lord

of the castle kills a boar in the water, and nowhere do we
hear that he was cold or that his men or dogs were cold.
it warmed up?

Has
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Here again, we see the work of the poet in entertaining
his audience.

The plot does not justify this kind of dif-

ference in the weather of the same forest, for it is, after
all, the same forest.

The poet, here uses plot details to

affect the mood of the audience.

The knight is clearly

having a good time in the forest, and the poet wants to
lift the spirits of the audience--to help them have a good
time--even if he must do so at the expense of strict plot
consistency.

The mood that the author is attempting to

create takes precedence and determines the details of the
description.
and bold.

The mood of the knight is buoyant, exuberant,

He doesn't fear this forest, and the audience

doesn't either--they enjoy it along with him.
rihroughout the poem, the author controls the mood of the
audience through his descriptions of nature.

The very · same

woods are presented in entirely different ways.

The forest

that was so unkind to Gawain and in which he prayed to Mary
for deliverence was precisely the same forest that Sir
Bertilak and his men were hunting in so boldly.
Later, this forest again becomes hostile, as Gawain makes
his way to the Green Chapel.

The poet once again sets the

mood with the weather.
Now ne)ez pe NH 3ere, and ~e ny3t passez,
pe day dryuez to ~e derk, as Dry3ten biddez;
Bot wylde wederez of pe worlde wakned -peroute,
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Clowdes kesten kenly-pe colde to l'e er~e,
Wyth ny3e innoghe of ~e norpe, ~e naked to tene;
snawe snitered ful snart, ~at snaypedpe wylde;
pe werbelande wynde wapped · fro -pe hy3e,
And drof vche dale ful of dryftes ful grete, (1998-2005)

pe

As Gawain and the squire ride to the Green Chapel, it
is truly cold again--miraculously.

Actually, as we have seen,

the changing weather in this poem is no mystery.

The author

uses weather to manipulate his audience to feel better; if
the weather is worrysome, it is because he wants to worry
his audience.

Some other details such as the greenness of

the Green Chapel itself, can be explained by the author's
desire, at this point, to mystify his audience.

This aura

of mystery and suspense surrounds the entire poem, and not

.

only makes us want to know what is going to happen and the
meaning of the things that are happening, but also fills us
with a sense of wonder, knowing that certain things are not
strictly explainable.

The herbs covering the Green Chapel

fall into this category.

The poet tells us

summer is the season for herbs.

(line 517) that

These in the winter are

strictly out of place, and Gawain is amazed by them.

Of

course, a green chapel in a snowy forest would always seem
as out of place as a green knight among flesh-tone mortals.
The very presence of the Green Knight at the beginning of the
poem introduces an element of mystery that creates a mood of
suspense present to some degree throughout the poem.

Many
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things contribute to this suspense, of which the Green
Knight is only one.

Chapter VIII
Suspense

'!he teller of any story controls his plot, simply
because he decides when to include the various details that
develop the plot and create the desired mood.

Often an

author orders the details of his story around the principle
of suspense.
attention.

When he does this, he keeps the audience's
An inattentive audience is very hard to entertain;

an attentive audience begs to be told the next detail and has
a way of playing into the storyteller's hand.

Bloomfield

sees suspense as the organizing principle of the poem:

"We

pass from ignorance to knowledge after the suspense has been
. .
b ui. lt up t o an agonizing
c l'imax. 72
11

He also takes issue with

Sir Frederick Madden's divisions of the poem, stating that
"'Ihe ninefold division corresponds to the points of new
suspense. 7 3

.

II

I

When an author knows things that he withholds from the
audience--in other words when the author delays telling of
important plot details--he is doing this to build suspense.
We have already seen this principle at work in the author's
ordering of details.

'Ihe author tells us how the knight is

armed only after telling us how he is not armed because he
wants to build suspense--he wants his audience to wonder what
the knight's weapons are.

'Ihis method of the author is evi-

dent throughout the poem.

'Ihe divisions referred to will
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still be the original divisions of the poem as found in the
manuscript, .since they do generally, as Bloomfield has noted,
correspond to points of new suspense.
The introduction of the poem could be considered the
first use of suspense in the story.

The poet doesn't reveal

his subject right away, but lets it emerge a little at a
time.

He first goes through the history of the British

people, beginning with the Trojan war, then moves on to
include the known world, and finally narrows his history to
Arthur and his court.

Since this section is not charged with

the action of some of the other scenes, and since the audience has not yet become so involved with the characters as
to be concerned with the outcome, the suspense here is not
at the same level that many of the later examples are, but
the . very situation existing at the beginning of the telling
of any tale nearly neccessitates suspense.

The audience

quite naturally wonders what the story will be about.

Any

delay in the disclosure of that can be construed as a purposeful attempt to create suspense.
The second use of suspense in the story is more overt.
The audience is informed that Arthur has a custom that prevents him from eating at this feast until he has heard a tale
of some marvel or some wonder had actually occurred in the
court--some challenger seeking a champion, or some other
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form of entertainment.

'Illis statement of Arthur's custom

functions as a set up, and the time between this statement
and the appearance of the Green Knight builds suspense, so
when the Green Knight does appear, the audience. is not only
surprised by him, but is also anxiously awaiting his coming.
From the moment of his arrival, the action moves in
spurts.

'Ibis particular form of narration could be classed

a descriptive technique, but even if we see it as such, it
nonetheless builds up the suspense in this section.

'Ihe

audience is first shown the Green Knight, then the action
stops while the poet describes the knight, his clothes, his
horse, and his weapons.

During this time, the poet allows

the suspense to build, and includes new details to build .
the suspense.
As has already been noted, the descriptive technique was
centered around the building of suspense, so the order things
were mentioned in can be justified on that basis.

'Il1e audi-

ence is told that the knight is carrying a holly bob and an
ax only after being told what weapons he doesn't have.
allows time for the suspense to build.

'Ihis

'Il1ey anticipate an

answer, so are sure to be listening when it comes.

likewise,

the ax is mentioned and described, but the audience doesn't
what he intends to do with it.

In this time interval also,

k~ow
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suspense builds.

After all, an ax is not a usual weapon for

a knight to carry.

If he intends a jousting match, an ax

would not be the right weapon, but what should one expect
from a green knight?
The details in this section, ranging from the

greennes.~

of the Knight to the weapons that he is carrying and the
l

nature of his mission are enough of a mystery· to spawn
suspense.

The Green Knight is a stranger.

The audience

knows nothing about him and doesn't know what he is likely
to do.

He carries a holly bob, which should be a symbol of

peace, but also carries an ax, which is no knightly weapon,
and makes a proposal that the audience of our poet probably
didn't understand any better than the court of Arthur did.
After all, who would want to have his head cut off?

The

poet answers some of these questions and leaves some unanswered, giving the suspense more time to grow.

When the

Green Knight leaves Arthur's court, he is still a stranger,
and remains a stranger until the last section, in which
everything is resolved.

In addition to these descriptive

details, however, the poet uses timing to create suspense.
The time element is important in this section, and the
poet uses it to his advantage.

The delay between the Green

'

Knight 1 s greeting and Arthur's reply, for example, serves to
build suspense.

Nothing more happens until the king speaks.
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Indeed, nothing more can happen until Arthur speaks, arid
during this time, the audience has many unanswered questions
about the Green Knight and his intentions.

When he states

the challenge, more questions are raised than are answered.
The motives of the knight are not really clear.

Nothing so

dire compels him to want to lose his head, or even to venture
\

from his castle on a holiday, something that he later questions Gawain about.

After the challenge, the action again

comes to a complete halt, as all wonder who will volunteer
to cut off the knight's head.

This delay also builds suspense.

The Green Knight doesn't tell Gawain his name, where the
tryst is to be, or his court until after Gawain . has hacked
1

off his head.

This creates suspense because the , ·:~udience

may wonder what the outcome would be if Gawain killed him.
Would they ever know who he was or where he came from?
afterwards, the Green

Knigh~

Even

does very little to answer these

questions:
To ~e grene chapel ~ou chose, I charge "}>e, to fotte
Such a dunt as ~ou hatz dalt--disserued ~ou habbez
To be ;ederly ~olden on 1w 3eres morn.
knY?t of pe grene chapel men knowen me mony; (451-454)

pe

The Knight doesn't tell Gawain how to get to the Green Chapel
or where he lives, and what he doesn't tell Gawain, the
audience is also ignorant of.

rrhis suspense, then, is built

up to a climax at the end of the first section, and when the
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Green

K~ight

exits, the questions are still largely unan-

swered and the audience has added concerns regarding the
future quest of Sir Gawain, so although the climax is reached
and successfully passed . as we move into the next section, the
tension built up in the first section is not all released,
but is only postponed.

'lhis serves to let the audience rest

but at the same time keeps their interest.
is largely an exercise in postponement.

The next section

The audience knows

that certain things must happen, so the poet has their attention and will keep it until those things happen.
'!he time between the beheading of the Green Knight and
Gawain's departure from Arthur's court would seem long whatever the poet did with the intervening time, but our poet
lengthens the time artistically.

'Ihis time element is the

major factor promoting suspense in this section.
knows that

. c~wain

The audience

must leave, but the poet makes them wait

to listen to a lovely description of the progression of the
seasons, which lets us know that time is passing but doesn't
really move the plot.

'Ille year must pass before Gawain can

begin his journey, but seasons happen every year, so the
poet isn't telling the audience anything they don't know.
'!he knight is then armed, and so ends this section, with the
audience still waiting for Gawain to be on his way.
In all, there are 178 lines between the time when the
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poet starts to tell us that it is now the next year, so
Gawain must be on his way, and the time he
leaves.

~Gawain)

finally

In the second section, then, the poet sustains the

suspense of the first section by refusing to move the plot.
'Ihe poet mentions the concern of the court for Gawain's
safety, but this is practically the only mention of Gawain's
mission in this section.

As long as the audience knows that

Gawain must leave and has not left yet, there

be suspense,

w~ll

simply because the poet is making the audience wait.
'Ihe third section starts out at the same level as the
second.

'Ihe description of the meaning of the pentangle is

not really much more exciting than the arming of the knight.
'Ihe author, in one of his rare intrusions into the poem, tells
us that ·he intends to explain the meaning of the pentangle,
though it may hold up the progress of the story:
And quy pe pentangel apendez to pat prynce noble
I am in tent yow to telle, pof tary hyt me schulde: (623-624)

'Ihe poet knows that the audience is waiting to see how the
story will turn out, but he wants to make them wait.

We

know that the sensibilities of the medievals were different
from ours, but how different we do not know.

'!hey seemed to

enjoy detailed explanations of the significance of objects
and forms, especially when numbers were involved.

'Ihey had a

special fascination with numbers, so this section on the
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meaning of the pentangle could have been very interesting
and entertaining to them, but by delaying the action, this
description and explanation still builds suspense.
No matter how involved the audience may have been with
the section involving the pentangle, the fact remains that
they are still waiting for the plot to continue and for
Gawain to be on his way.

'Ihe author caught the cudience's

attention by shocking them, and he kept their attention by
using suspense to make them wonder what would happen next.
~

Now, the suspense mounts simply because he has stopped the
action, and until he starts it again, the audience will get
increasingly anxious and eager for the story to continue.
In the middle of this third section, the story does continue.
Gawain leaves, amidst much tearful worrying by the court of
Arthur, which increases the suspense by making the audience
worry.

'Ihe author takes Gawain out into the forest, leads

him through the wilds and the water and through wars with the
elemental forces and with many fierce creatures of the forest.
We are told:
Nade he ben du3ty and dry3en and Dry)tyn had serued,
Douteles he hade hen ded and dreped ful ofte. (724-77-5)

'Ihesethings serve to increase the fears of the audience,
and so increase the suspense in this section.
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A new form of narration appears in this third section which
itself builds suspense.

From the moment of Gawain's departure

from Arthur's court, the poet limits his point of . view so
that the audience is forced to see through Gawain's eyes.
'Ihis has two immediate effects.

'!he first is that it tends

toward making the audience identify with Gawain and his predicament.

'!he second effect this form of narration has is

that since the audience can see things only as Gawain sees
them, they share the wonder and suspense of the forest.

He

doesn't know what dangers lie ahead, or even if he will make
it through the forest alive, and neither does the audience.
'lhe discourse on the meaning of the pentangle and Gawain's
relation to it focuses the audience's attention on Glwain, and
from this point on, our focus is either on or through him .

.

'lhe forest is not described abstractly, but is seen as it appears to him.

By the time he prays to find some lodging, the
I

audience sees that he is in dire straights, and wonders what
will become of him, and there the section ends.

But this

prayer itself is a set up for a future action.
Whether or not this poem has so much religion in it that
it could be called a sermon, we do see enough religion in it
to know that if G3.wain is praying to Christ and to Mary, whose
'·

picture he has painted on the inside of his shield, his

f
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prayer will be answered.·

The audience is expectant, then,

but does not yet know exactly what will happen.

This ex-

pectation is similar to that at the beginning of the poem,
when they are told of Arthur's custom and are expecting a
strange occurance but do not know what it will be.

Here,

we know that God will answer his prayer in some way, but we
are not sure what form that answer will take.

So the third

section leaves Gawain in a hostile wilderness looking for
some relief and, having prayed, assured of that relief.

The

audience at this point probably has more faith than Gawain
has, because it has heard the discourse concerning his virtues,
which he has not heard, and probably deems him more w9rthy
of divine help than he deems himself.

Sir Gawain is thus

left high and dry but with a good deal of hope, as the third
section ends.
The fourth section begins with the discovery of the
castle where the action of the next few scenes is to take
place.

The narrative technique that was seen in the last

section is used with mastery here.
castle as Gawain sees it.

The audience sees the

First they must look through the

branches· of the trees and see it as in a dream, hazy and not
quite real -- pared of paper.

Then the castle becomes more

real and seems real and marvelous -- much the same as the
Green knight himself, who at first seemed to be not really · a
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man, then seemed to be the biggest man alive.

The huge

rock walls rise for the audience as for Gawain, and the
barbicans and towers are conveyed to the audience as he sees
them, so that the audience just waits for the details.
'Ihis builds the suspense as few other things could.

Just as

the Green Knight came and left a stranger, 'so the castle is
strange to Gawain and to the audience, and the people in the
castle are strangers.

~

The audience does not know how these

strangers will act toward Gawain so even his approach to the
castle is filled with suspense.

Once Gawain goes into the

castle, we still see things through his eyes and evaluate
the castle as Gawain does.

It seems

so it does to the audience as well.
seems

wonderful to Gawain,
The lady of the castle

to Gawain more beautiful than Guinevere, which tells

the audience that the lady is beautiful, but also that Gawain
thinks she is, which makes his later trials more meaningful.
So in seeing through Gawain's eyes, the audience picks up
Gawain's biases as well as his observations.

Gawain thinks

the lord of the castle is good, and so does the audience; he
thinks the food tastes good, and so does the audience.

But

during Gawain's entire sojourn in the castle the audience must
wait for him to experience things before they are cognizant
of them.

In the same way that the audience views the outside
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of the castle with Gawain, noting the walls and the towers,
they also explore the inside of the castle with him.

Gawain

is not aware that there is a beautiful lady within the castle
who will tempt him, and neither, of course, is the audience.
This form of narration does build suspense.

The audi-

ence must wait for the next thing to be revealed, so they are
anxious for the plot to progress.

The exchange of winnings

.a greed upon at the end of this section also puzzles the audience and helps the section to end on a note of suspense.
What could Gawain win in the castle?
of the castle propose such a game?

And why would the lord
These questions are not

answered immediately; their answers must develop as the story
prqgresses.
Another, greater form of suspense occurs when the audience knows something that some character in the story doesn't
know and shouldn't know.

It works best when the audience

shares a secret with the hero that must be kept from someone
else.

In the fifth section of this story, this type of sus-

pense begins to become evident.

Here, the narrative splits,

so Gawain doesn't see the action of the hunt, but must later
be told by the lord of the castle; and more importantly, the
lord of the castle doesn't see what his wife and Gawain are
doing back at the castle while he is out hunting, but he must
not be told by Gawain what went on while he was gone.

So we
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see each time at the exchange of the winnings, the knight
giving Gawain his winnings for the day and explaining how he
came by them, and Gawain giving the knight his winnings but
refusing to tell how he came by them.

The audience, of course,

knows Gawain's secret and is keeping it with him.

The more

time that goes by with the secret undiscovered, the greater
the suspense.

The arrangement of the alternating scenes also

does much to promote the suspense of these next few passages.
The alternation of scenes in the middle sections builds
suspense by its very nature.

Suspense is natural when a

woman and a man are together in a bedroom and the man of the
house is away.

We don't know, at this point, that Sir Bertilak

is behind this testing of Sir Gawain, so there would be every
reason to believe that he would be angry if they were discovered together in a bedroom with the door locked.

'Ihe lady

assures Gawain that all is well and he need not fear discovery.
And now 3e ar here, iwysse, and we bot oure one;
My lorde and his ledez ar on lenpe faren,
O~er burnez in her bedde, and my burdez als,
dor drawen and <lit with a derf haspe; (1230-1233)

;e

The audience is still filled with suspense at this point,
however, both because they do not know how this affair with the
lady will turn out and because there is the fear of discovery.
A

man alone in another man's castle must needs tread softly.

Sir Bertilak, genial host though he is, seems capable of violence.
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This scene could very well have ended as the scene with Guinevere and Lancelot does in Malory.

It is hard to convince any-

one of your innocence when you are in a locked room without
your clothes.

Gawain had his clothes in the room with him,

but they were not on him, so he was not in a much better position than was Lancelot.

The longer she stays in the room and

tempts him, the more the suspense mounts, the audience worrying that he will either give in to her or that they will be
discovered in that apparently compromising position.
Since the author's view of life and morality emerges
along with the action in the poem, we do not know from the
start that his sensibilities differ from those of his contemporaries.

Dorothy Everett notes the unusual attitude toward

the art of loving in this poem.

"At no point in the poem is

there any trace of the idea, stressed for example in Chaucer's
Troilus and Criseyde and common among apologists for courtly
love, that love is an ennobling force, the source of knightly
.
74
virtues."

h attitude
.
Te
of the poet towards love thus runs

counter to the romances of the period and to the common chivalric_
ideal.

A knight with moral convictions was atypical in romances,

and a truly moral poem on a typical romance subject must have
been surprising enough to make the audience wonder from one
moment to the next how strong Gawain's convictions were.
The author builds suspense in yet another way during the
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hunting scenes.

After the lady's first visit to Gawain's room,

the audience feels that she is not through with him and will be
back with more tricks, but the author makes us wait all during
the remainder of the deer hunt to see what other tricks the
lady has up her sleeve.

The boldness of her initial visit

intensifies the suspense, for it leaves no doubt in the mind of
the audience that she is in dead earnest and will try something
else before she gives up.

Just what that will be, we have to

wait through the deer hunt to see.

The suspense intensifies

with the return of the knight and with the kisses Gawain gives
his host, for although Sir Bertilak is good natured enough
about it, he does wonder where the kisses come from, so the
audience fears once more for Sir Gawain.

When the section ends,

a climax has occurred and the tension is starting to build
again, for although Gawain is out of the woods as far as his
relationship with the knight is concerned, the knight is going
pack into the woods, which is the sign for the lady to come to

pay another call on the sleeping Gawain.

The suspense grows,

as the audience first wonders whether the lady will pay him
another visit and then wonders whether Gawain will be able to
withstand her advances once more.

The author adds another ele-

ment in the sixth section that builds the suspense in yet another
way.
In the deer hunt, the deer are falling left and right from
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the start of the hunt.

If the audience has any concerns in

this section, . those concerns are not with whether or <not the
host will kill enough deer for a feast.
What~

'J'ay brayen, and bleden, bi bonkkez -pay de~en,
And ay · rachches in a res radly hem fol3es,
Hunterez wyth hyje horne hasted hem after
Wyth such a crakkande kry as klyffes haden brusten
What wylde so atwaped wyjes ~at schotten
Watz al toraced and rent at fe resayt, (1163-68)

When the deer hunt is later broken off in the middle
for the bedroom scene, the audience probably will not have
much concern with the outcome of the hunt, but will devote
their entire attention to the dialogue between Sir C-awain and
the lady of the castle.

rihe boar hunt, however, is something

different.
rihe quest of the boar is such a violent piece that when
it is broken off in the middle as it is (and as all of the
hunting scenes are), the audience is caught up in the action
of the hunt and actually has reason to be concerned for the
host, who,

~t

the poipt that the narrative shifts, is riding

off alone pursuing the greatesttof all boars.

The narrative

is exciting and suspenseful in a different way than the wooing
scenes are, but the audience is still led to wonder how it all
turned out and is upset when the narrative breaks off.
~he

boar get away?

or will he kill the host?

Will

These questions

remain unanswered un·til after we find out how it fares with
Sir Gawain and the lady.
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'lhe fact that the audience is upset by the shifting narra,

..

-1 . ·'

-

i -• -

'

_,

'

tion and would prefer to be told one narrative line at a time
is evidence of the working of suspense in those sections.

'Ihe

members of the audience always want to know what is going to
happen next, and are always upset when they have to wait to see
the outcome.

'Ihe waiting is worse when the narrative is broken

off at an especially exciting moment.

'Ihe author knows that it

is more to his purpose to keep the audience upset and always
wondering what will happen next, so he keeps them in this anxious state in order to better entertain them.

For some reason,

people have always been entertained by having their emotions
played with, and our poet 1 s audience was no exception.
'Ihe method of alternation of narration
is one of the borrow..
ings of the fourteenth-century alliterative poets from the Old
English tradition.

Iarry Benson points qut that although this

variation seems peculiar from the Chaucerian point of view,
was common in the poet's own literary tradition.

"it

'the best Old

English poetry was also built on the principle of structural
• t"ion . 75
varia
II

'Illis technique, which so successfully creates

suspense and brings the poem to a satisfying conclusion, is much
more familiar to audiences in the twentieth century than it was
to the Gawain poet's audience.

Anyone who has seen a soap

opera on television will recognize the similarity in narrative
technique at once.

'the soaps use this technique to heighten
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suspense just as the Gawain poet does, but Sir Gawain and the
Green Knight would fare better than the soaps if both were
recast into straightforward narratives.

Neither Sir Gawain's

scenes in the bedroom nor the hunting scenes in the forest
would appear ludicrous if told without suspense-heightening
tricks.

This could not be said of the soaps.

This particular

technique is so effective that any material, as television has
shown us, can be made to appear worthy of the audience'·s attention.
Actually, many scenes are involved in the alternation in
these middle sections, although only two of them involve drastic shifts, breaking off an action to go to a new action.

The

host hunts in the forest each day while his wife parleys with
Gawain in his bedroom and then goes to breakfast with him
(after he has been to the

prefun~tory

mass) and then she and

Morgan, and presumably the others in the house, entertain Gawain
all day.

When the host comes home, everyone is together, the

exchange is carried out, they eat supper all together, then
Gawain and his host meet together to discuss the terms of their
game and length of Gawain's stay.

So we see the host and his

men in the forest, Gawain and the lady in Gawain's bedroom,
Gawain and the ladies and the others in the hall, Sir Bertilak
and his men and Sir Gawain and the ladies and the others in the
hall, and Gawain and his host and perhaps others in a chamber.
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'Ibis constant shifting of scenes serves to heighten the interest
by increasing the dramatic aspect of the poem.
The fox hunt . is broken off in the middle, right when the
fox seems to stand a very good chance of getting away.

But

here, in keeping with the poet's narrative style in these sections, the audience must wait until the lady makes her final _
assault on Sir Gawain.

At the end of this temptation, the audi-

ence feels relieved, convinced that Gawain has made it out of
the lady's snares and is now safe.

In reality, Gawain came

close to escaping, but like the fox was caught in spite of his
wiles.

But the relief of the audience, here, is superseded by

another worry.

'Ihe Green Girdle which Gawain accepts because

of his coming tryst at the Green Chapel· again focuses the audience's attention on the Green Chapel and on Gawain's impending
doom.

So, added to the question the author has given the audi-

ence of whether Sir Gawain will really die is added the question
of whether the Green Girdle will save him.

Even his mirth and

gaiety after receiving the girdle is seen in the light of the
Green Chapel, to the effect that the hope of the audience as
well as of Sir Gawain is in the Green Girdle and not in Sir
Gawain's God; so the lesson learned at the end is learned vicariously by all.

But this is not to detract from the poem as a

first-rate piece of entertainment.

Audience catharsis is found

in many works of literature that no one would call didactic.
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'Ihe primary builder of suspense in this seventh section is
the- third temptation.

Since this is the lady's last attempt,

the audience wonders whether or not she will succeed, and what
tricks she will try.

'Ihe audience also sees in this section

that the girdle is kept from the lady's husband, so this secret
is safe .with Gawain.

Whether or not the audience is concerned

on that account, however, is debatable.

Gawain gave his word

to the lady not to tell her husband, so we are proud of him
when he keeps his word to the lady, not really thinking that
in doing so he is breaking his word to the knight.

'Ihe reveal-

ing of that secret would probably have also revealed the source
of the kisses, for what it s worth, but we reallv don't
know
.
1

~

how much a premium the original audience placed on this, or
how important it should be to us.
As the last temptation nears its end, the audience is relieved, but at the same time apprehensive.

Gawain is out of

the clutches of the lady, but must now go to meet the Green
Knight.

Section seven ends on a note of apprehension.

'Ihe

audience is told that Gawain asks for a guide and that he bids
those in the castle good-bye, planning to leave on the morrow.
His journey is thus about to resume.

The audience then learns

that Gawaip didn't sleep well that night.

3if he ne slepe soundyly say ne dar I,
For he hade muche on pe morn to mynne, 3if he wolde,

in fo3t.

(1991-93)
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·When the . audience learns that Gawain is worried, they become
even more worried, and the expectation of the events that are
to take place on the morrow is heightened.
The eighth section has a certain amount of suspense built
into it.

Gawain is seemingly on his way to his death, and the

journey appears even worse for the company that has been given
him.

The squire tries to dissuade Gawain from the tryst, but

Gawain is strong and refuses to be called a coward.
he has a magic girdle that will keep him safe.)

(Besides,

The squire

may not have frightened Gawain to any extent, but he does
frighten the audience and heightens the expectations of the
coming meeting.

The section ends with the greeting of the

Green Knight after his spectacular appearance at the Green
Chapel.
The final section does more to dispel the suspense than
it does to create more suspense, but before the unravelling comes
the beheading test, which is as full of suspense as any scene
in the poem.

Each time that the ax comes down, the audience

fears that Gawain's head will soon be rolling across the ground.
Gawain, of course, gets only a nick, but the audience doesn't
know any more than Gawain does of the Green Knight's intentions.
Even after he receives the nick, there seems to be the chance
that he will suffer more violence at the hands of the Green
Knight; the audience really doesn't know what will happen.
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Almost all of the suspense ends, of course, at the unravelling when the Green Knight tells all.

But by this time

the story is nearing its end and there is really no point in
keeping the audience's interest after the story has ended.
'Ille action from the departure of Sir Gawain from the Green
Chapel to the end is anticlimactic.
so very little interest.

'lllere is no more suspense,

The author uses few, if any tricks,

in the last portion of the poem to keep the audience's interest.
The story has ended, and is receiving its obituary.
'Illese last few sections, of course, are packed with
suspense and the instances of the poet's working to create that
suspense have not been exhaustively covered.

Some of the details,

such as the sound of the sharpening of the ax at the Green
Chapel and elsewhere also promote the same suspense, but so
many of these scenes have been covered in previous sections of
this paper that "Hit were to tore for to telle of -pe ten-pe dole.
(718)

So let this suffice for now.
'lllis study has not aimed to discredit the poet in any way

or to rank Sir Gawain and the· Green Knight somewhere below the
works of his contemporaries.

'llle poet whose work we have been

considering was nothing short of a genius, and part of his genius was in nis ability to entertain his audience.

This poem

was written as a Christmas entertainment, and we would do best

11
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to examine the poem considering the intention of the author.
'Ihe author, as has been demonstrated, used a variety of
techniques to entertain his audience, and not all of these
could have been used instinctively or accidentally.

None

of this explanation need worry us or diminish our opinion
of the poet or of his abilities.

For to explain something

is not necessarily to explain it away, and in the end we may
profit more from studies which look more at the poet's intentions and less at the things that can be found in life
as well as in the poem, but may not shed any special light
on the poem itself.
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.APPENDIX

Division

Scribal
initial

I

s

Madden's
division
Part I

II

T

Part II

III

T

'Ille pentangle;the character of Gawain;
the journey; Christmas Eve; Gawain's prayer
for guidance: lines 619-762.

IV

N

'lhe sudden appearance of the perilous
castle;Gawain's reception;the Christnas
festivities;the exchange of winnings proposed and accepted: lines 763-1125.

v

F

VI

s

'The huntsman host;the boar hunt;te.rrptation 2;the fox hunt;temptation 3;the
rragic girdle:lines 1421-1892.

VII

N

'Ihe fox hunt concluded;Gawain asks for
a guide;he bids goodbye to those in the
castle: lines 1893-1997.

VIII

N

Year;the joutney resl.Ilned;the ford
perilous;the Green Knight appears: lines
1998-2258.

IX

T

r:Ille beheading test,part 2;the blow returned; the connection of Morga~1 la Faye
with the plot;Gawain returns to Arthur's
court: lines 2259-2530.

Part III

Correlation with the Poem
'Ille beheading test, part I; the new year:
lines 1-400.
'Ille year passes before the annual ccmbat;
the knight is armed: lines 491-618.

':frle huntsman host;the deer hunt;temptation 1: lines 1126-1420.

~ew

I am indebted to Iaurita Littleton Hill for the fonn and particulars
of this outline.
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